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Veterans of radio cannot fail to review, with a
renewed enthusiasm, the cavalcade of radio which
we have briefly expressed in this page, showing
.those R.I. components and sets which, in a series
of remarkable advances since 1922, have brought
set building and reception to the high pitch of
efficiency to which the modern experimenter and
listener is accustomed to-day.
R.I. Research and fertility in production continues.
It sets the standard of perfectio:::t by which the
public now judge radio. R.I. create nothing bat
the best and most reliable-you cannot play with electricity
-and as Radio Electrical En~ineers of 30 years standing
with 10 years specialised experience of "'hat is best for
public and experimenting use, R.I. still sta:1d first as Brlta.in 's
manufacturers of finest Radio products.

The transformer
that met a real r.e~J.
exDeri:nenter3
re1uiling to obtain
best results with a

amon.~

s~lctLou

of

U:!Ye;:ent

valve--.

F!

STRAIGHTtiNE

The R.!.

Transror~D~r

DUALASTAHC

CHOKE

Besides other e.dV2_ntag~s

1929

The R.I.
RETROACTIVE

TUNER
1925
The first tuner
with an efficient
variable reacticn. An outstanding development of early

g.lve

a

greater· step-up in
amplificaticn than

The H.F. choke
that ensures absolute uniform ..
ity of ~hok~n:t
over the whole
in band of bro•d·
casting wavelenzths.

had hitherto been
available.

, The R.I.

HYPER·
CORE
CHOKE
1930

19Z9
The first L.F.
transformer
with NICKALLOY Core.
Still
acknow•
!edged the
world's best.

r~dio.

MADRIGAL
The first
1~29.

all-elec•
tric transportable
P' rece.lver to
operate
without_
ae·riaJ.~

·frame
aerial or
earth.

Short wave coil
unit, 12 to 80
metrc:i, incor.poratingent:rely
new features. To
be released this
m-:>nth.

1931
De€hned to give
the
constructor
the hest possible
results for the
lowest cost. "The
transformer for
the million."

·~··

T/Je Ac!cer(s~ment of Radio lmtr:Lmen,ts Ltd.,
Please Mention

"jt: W."

Telephones ; Thornton Hccth 3211.

When Corresponding u.-·ith Ad~·ertisers

-
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T.c.c.
.

LUE SPOT xooU gives a perform:il:l~e eqml:l to
a good Moving-coil·· speaker. Its· reml!rkable
sensitivity ensures perfed reproduction for the
ftdl m mica/ range and the difficult bass note!>' especi~
ally are made as clear and· full and rich as can ·be
desired. This perfection in the,Jowei register is not
obtained at the expense" of-'the treble which is clear
and liquid in tone with every
note •given its true value.

B

"

ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS

Blue Swt xooU is· sensitive
even to VCPJ small
inputs and• is par~
ticularly stJited for
all 'battepj · -sets.
· It can be ·used: with
normal or Pentode
valves-no matching transformer
being r~quired.

~inHials that are
your safeguard

.
Y

EARS of unfailingservice have won for
_ T.CC Conde~sers a reputation second
to -none. In every specification - in
~very set, "where unquestioned reliability is
demanded, there will you find T.C.C. Condensers. Whe11 you want a condenser-for
any purpose-" by -passing," smoothing,
decoupling etc., insist O!l" the condenser in the
green case "-in -the -knowledge that T.C.C.
stand 'four-squar_e'b_ehind theireveryproduct.

·Price complete,
to chassis

mo~nted

39'6

A group of 2 mfd. Non-inductiv_e type SO condensers are shown
a;bove. J:hese condensers are par;icula.r~y s~itable for sub-chassis
or base.. board wiring bY T~aSOn of dteir double· mounting brackets.
Price 3/10 each-other capacitks in this t)'Pe from .005 to 2 mfd.
Working Vol!<!ge
200 D.C,

BRITISH MADE

• :_wrue; tor,oat!IIOil!e No. A.w. 39U

The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acloll
Q710

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning ''A.W." to Advertiser•
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UNIFORMITY

Get one of the new Cossor
Station Charts price 2d. Ask
your dealer for a copy of
this usefu I novelty or write
to us enclosing 2d. stamp.
A copyofthe 72 page Cossor
Wireless Book 811 will be
sent you free on application
to A. C.Cossorltd., Melody
Dept., Hlghbury Grove,
London, N.S.

T

HERE are upwards of 70 different types of
Cossor Valves. To. ensure efficient performance
· every individual valve must conform accurately
to th.e characteristics of its type-absolute uniformity
is -essential. In Cossor Valves uniformity is obtained
by the famous M~a Bridge, which ens~res. micro•
'scopic .accuracy in the spacing of the elements - the
factor that d~ermiri.es the characteristics of a valve.
Thus, no. matter· whera you buy it.. every Cossor
Valve is an exact counterpart of the original design
that was developed in the laboratory, •
;1.

C.

COSSOR, LTD., H.'ghbu"fJI Gr0<1t, London, N.5.

Ikpofl _ at

OSSOR

ALL-BRITISH VALVES
Bir;,ingham,

Bristol~-

GltUfOf.C!,

Letds,

Liverpool,

Miuu:herter,

Newcastle,

Sheffield

tmt1

DvbliJt.

78 Q 698

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertt'sers will Ensure Prompt Attention

No. 254. Vol. XX.
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FO!l YOUR REGIONAL
TRUTH ABOUT SPONSORED
PROGRAMMES
matter whether y.ou are in the
_ Regional reception area of Brookmans Park, Slaithwaite or Falkirk, you wiil
The Charter P,ermits -Them
be interested in the Regional three-valver
EW listeners realise that the present
described on pages Io4o-Io42 this week.
charter under which the B.B.C. works
It is everything you want a Regional
definitely takes into account the possibility
three-valver to be-selective, easy to tune, of sponsored programmes, there being a
and amazingly cheap and economical.
clause to the effect that programmes may
be paid for by outside interests, with or
ANONYMITY CARRIED TOO FAR t without microphone acknowledgment, so
long as the B.B.C. does not itself accept
B.B.C. 'f? D~slik.e .of Personal_ PnbUcity any remuneration. -There is reason for
thinking that the B.B.C. fears it may 'be
"~HER,E .,is a - move among "the. big called upon by the Treasury to make further
noises_" at Broadc;:isting Hmise to put financial sacrifices, but, as a hi&h official
a stop :to personal publicity; and the latest points out, ''There are many reaspns why
idea is to exclude. the names of producers the sponsored programme idea is not
from the published progr;=tmmes. Thpse of acceptable to the authorities at Portland
us wh;D r_eineinber the failure of the experi~ _ Place, and you can take it that broadcastment to .<J.yoi~ publishing the personr.el of ing in _this country will continue on a
broadcast plays will not be surprised to see public-service basis."
this latest anti-publicity stunt fail-as,
indeed, it deserves to. Surely the B.B.C.
must realise by now that in the entertainment business names: have a
special value? Just as tb~ theatre
public lg10ws what to expect
from a Cdchran show, so listeners'
have grown to expect certain
types_ of shows from the broadcast producers. _ This craze for
anonymity is. being carried too
far.

N

o

F

1

ASSiSTANT- EDITOR:

H.CORSISHLEY.

DANCE MUSIC IN THE HOLIDAYS
URING August, some of the leading
_ dance bands will be absent from the
microphone, including Ambrose and Henry
Hall. The remaining regular bands will fill
the gaps, with the addition of one or two
extra ban~s. .A__ word about Maurice
Winnick. His band is not content to churn
out only th~- :pOpular numbers of the day,
and some idea of the esteem in which this
band is h~ld by the_ B.B.C. may be gained from :the fa.ct
that when he- moved from
the Piccadilly to the ~arltcin

D

IMPROVED SUNDAY
BROADCASTING
VERYONE is commenting
on the improvement in the
B.B.C.'s Sunday, programnies,
now _that_ the. midday eX·
tension has come into force.
We h~ar that to cope with
the extension the B.B.C.
has I-iad to re-shuffle· its
engine,ering
shifts,
and
fresh hands
have been taken on.
The extra cost entailed is more than
offset by the good~
wiJ-1 which is therefor~
being built
The B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, conducted by Henry Hall, in a new role! A jolly scene at the Theatrical
up.
Garden Party, when the B.B.C. " boys " appeared in public for the first time

E

--~~w""~
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the microphone followed, so
broadcasts might continue.

that

his

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE ? .
FTER the highly successful transatlantic relay of the American
"-Broadway" programme, a listener wrote.
to the B.B.C. asking how the broadcast
had been faked ! He thought records must
have been used in Broadcasting House,
because the transmission was so clear. A
well-deserved compliment to the transatlantic 'phone !

A

NEW TELEVISION BROADCASTS
OR the new series of experimental
television transmissions from Broadcasting House the time of I I p.m. has now
been decided upon. Four broadcasts per
week will be given, and the Baird system·
is to be used. B.B.C. officials will be entirely
responsible for these broadcasts, from the
technical and programme ends.

F

2 a.m. in the morning, and similar concessions will be made for us.

GET READY FOR SEVEN METRES!

'' Secret '' Tests Now in Progress

1\ ·IARCONI engineers who have been
1V assembling the seven-metre trans-

John Watt proved during the last few
months that a new series is to be
done in September.
The idea will be
slightly different, for John Watt tello
us that he intends to devote each
programme to the shows of one theatre.
\Ve shall have a Daly's night, a Gaiety
night and so on-quite a braimvave,
John!

mitter on the seventh floor of Broadcasting
House have now com- ---·--------·----·-----------------------------------------------------------------pleted their work,
THE B. B. C.'S OWN RECEIVER
and by the time these
notes are read it is
very probable that
signals will have gone
from Hie half-\Yave
aerial on the top of
Broadcasting House.
These earlv broadcasts arc b~ing kept
secret, and it will be
several \l-eeks before
the public is officially
in for m e cl of t he
experiments.

FOR
NORTH
WALES, INDEED
YES!
URING a recent
Plans to Overcome Time Discrepancy
car tour, Messrs.
and
0\V the series of programme inter- Appleton
One of the two special listening rooms at Broadcasting House.
changes with Columbia is ended, the Live in g, Station
A loud-speaker and amplifier in the futurist cabinet in the
B.B.C. is arranging a new series with Directors of \Vest
centre are fed from a receiver in the control room
N.B.C., to be started in the autumn. It is and North Regionals
respectively,
---------------------------------....
-----------------------------------------------------considered that the Coltnnbia programnies
were too late for most British listeners- have been inquiring into the needs of
EMPIRE STATIONS MAKING
11 p.m.-and too early for American listeners in the ill-served districts of North
PROGRESS
listeners. So in the autumn relays special Wales. They find that North Regional
times will be set aside on each side of the is well heard in many towns and villages
Atlantic for these trans-atlantic pro- in North Wales, and so, pending the openTo Use Steel Masts After All
grammes.
If, for example, the N.B.C. ing of \Vashford Cross, it bas been decided
wants to relay at 9 p.m. American time, we to include some programmes in the \Velsh
influentia; engineer at the B.B.C.
10hall have to put up a programme at tongue to be broadcast from North Regional.
tells us that good progress is. being
made with the Empire stations in course _of
erection at Daventry. The station building
THAT SEARCHING QUESTION
ENGLISH AS SHE IS will be ready to receive the plant later in the
SPOKE!
summer. \Vork has already begun on the
masts, ·which are to be of the metal tubular
More Trials for Our
type, 6o to So feet high, and not wooden as
Announcers
originally intended. Talking of construction
URING the past six -the roof will be on the station building
months the number at Washford Cross by September, so even
of words of which the pro- bad weather will not delay the final
nunciation the B.B.C. installation.
announcers were in doubt
has been surprisingly small,
AN INTERESTING
only twenty :words being
OUTSIDE BROADCAST
submitted
to
the
Pronunciation Committee
A :Naval Service
meeting on June 24.
Included in the list are
N
August
7 the B.B.C. \Vill relay a
such words as hygienic,
service from the Naval Church in
hysterics, oboe, rentier,
robot,
prophesy
and Chatham Dockyard. Last year the service
stanchion. Make a note, was cut out at the last moment, because
for your next spelling bee ! the responsibility for the land lines was
shared by the Post Office, who took the
lines up to the dockyard wall, and the
navy, who arranged things inside. This
MORE. SONGS FROM co-operation did not work, and so this
THE SHOWS
year the Admiralty has given the Post
")fes, I think a wireless set justifies every penny of
o popular have the Office engineers the password, and P.O.
the licence."
·
"Songs from the men will run the lines right through the
" How much is the licence."
Shows" entertainments by dockyard into the church.
" Er ..•• I don't know.
I haven't one!"
BETTER TRANS-ATLANTIC
RELAYS
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The new Broadcasting House studios are comjng inro use for radio plays
and, owing to the large number of rooms available and their special
acoustic characteristics, better effects are being obtained, as explained
by our Special Commissioner ·
·
the new studios and we discussetl the
rooms for radio-play use. 6 A is the
large productions studio and the main one
for radio-play work. It is the same size
a$l the, BB studio which Henry Hall
regularly uses. It has a reverberation time
"SEVER~ QJ' :tl:ie.studios are not yet _of just under a second, o.85 seconds to
· decorated," sa:id a .radio play official be exal(t.
·
to me at Broadcasting House last week.
·This large ,studio will not be used if
"We' ate using· them,- though . . We only twq or three characters in a radio
canriot wait for the decorators· to finish. play are .talking together. Either the
Rehearsals of forthconl_ing. radio plays'· 6}3 or 7B studios will J:le used for.this wo7k.
have to go on. We wo1."k weeks ahead. ,1hese have about a thrrd the cubic capacity
"As ·a·· mat~er of. fact,·· ccm'sid~ral~le o~ the_ la!ge studio and the reverberation
thought is. being given to the .question time IS Just. over half a s~cond. T~ese
of decorating the rest of the studios, many are _not desi~ned for mu~Ic b~t ~mno ·
of which will be usedJor radio-play work. mus~c can qmte well ~e gtven m either
What a time of it we had at Savoy Hill! of these stl!dtos on the SI~th floor.
Studios were constantly being redecorated
The rad10:play _man S!l:Id that. there were
to fit in with new ideas. Here we want to seven studiOs 1n Bro<J.dcastmg House
go slow and get a suitable layout at the which are labelled "dead" on the reverstart.
·
beration time list and which, with care,
"In some of the new productions rooms can be used for radio _rlays.
we hope to get something of outstanding
These no-echo studiqs are 3C, the news
interest; a feature such as the U-shaped studios, the C studios on the . sixth and
table in the 8B debate sh\dio, for instance. seventh floors, and the D studios on the
Something of the kind would· be very same floor.
suitab!e in the 6C and 7C radi&-play speech . When I said that I thought it would
rooms."
be awkward to give vent t.o artistic talent
I asked what studios were at present in an artificially treated room with no
available for radio plays iitnd what echo at all, the radio-play officials implied
difference they make. He explained that that the staff artistes were getting their
in the studiOs which are already decorated nerves steeled to this kind of thing!
_the furnishings are Particularly suitable
The advantage from a radio-play point
for plays and that in the
B.B.C.'s opinion the, flat and
rather -futu:dst· background is
conducive to concentration o11
"mike" work.
He explained. _the aco~tic
. question to me. It all seems
. to com.e down to a matter-.of
i·everberation time. That is
. the professional name for
echo, with reference to studio
. design ! Sonie of the stuqios,
such as the concert hall, have
·a· long reverberation time
(1.75 seconds in the case of
the concert hall) while others,
such as some of the talks
studios, are for all practical
purposes absolutely "dead."
There is'no echo. ·
'He sho\\·ed me a -list which
Th~~e twa photographs provide an interesting comparison
has been made eut of the
between the old studios and the new; the·one above was
reverberation time!! of all
t;1~en during the perfofmance of Grey Ash at Savoy Hill

?f view is that when speech is going on
m a non-echo studio, it is easy to judge
what artificial echo must be introduced
into the transmission '(via the echo ro01n)
~o create any kind of effect from talking
m a padded cell to speech in the open air.
Also, if there is a perfectly flat background,
the man at the "effects " control ·can
regulate the strength of the faked noises
to a nicety.
.
Three of the usual· talks studios which
cari also be used for radio. plays are very
nicely graded in ,their. amount of echo.
3 B, the normal talks. studio, has an
echo of 0•35 seconds. 3 C is absolutely
dead, while 3A, which is sometimes used
forth~ Children's Hour, has an echo period
of just ov~r half a second. The gramophorre-e:ffects:s.tuc:ij9s which are in frequent
ust: in :radiocpla;v.~fai:e, of course, untreated
acoustiCally.
.' ·
Tpis 'question of' introducing echo and
~ffects noises . on~ speech originating in
special :r;.adj:o- plays studios brought up
the matter' o£' ·the new dramatic control
room~, which :tlre radiO~play officials fully
explamed .to .me. , . ·
Most .dtamatic productions need at least
four or five st~1dios, S\lch as the effects
room, tli.e, studiq. for incidental music,
(Continued at foot of next page)
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WH.Y NOT ·USE
A W AYE METER?
I
W HY
'

'

.

is it,
wonder, that so few
am a tcurs possess waverheters ? It
is not ns if they \vere difficult or expensive
to make, or that they require expert
handling. On the contrary, they make the
identification. of .a station, the calibration
of a set, chc testing o£ the wavclengt!1. of
the coils, and similar tasks much simpler.
I have found that visitors to my laboratory

Fig. 1.

A simple type of buzzer wavemeter

invariably show great interest in the \vavemeters I use, and generally ask all kinds of
questions about them.
At the request of 011e of my recent visitors and in response to a number of letters
• on the same subject, I propose devoting my
notes this week to consideration of what
we may call a fundamental ··wavemeter
circuit.
Simply defined, a wavemeter may be
called a device which enables you to find
the wavelength of the st11tion you are
receiving by reference to the calibration
of the wavemeter's dial reading. It sheuld
also enable you to adjust the receiver to a
particular wavelength desired when, for
example, you know that a particular station
is on a certain wavelength and you want to
pick it up.
,
A wavemeter can take many formssome very elaborate-the three chief
varieties being buzzer wavemeters, heterodyne wavemeters, and absorption wavemeters. The buzzer wavemeter consists
essentially of a tuned circuit consisting of
a coil and condenser (see Fig. I) across

JUNE ZS, 1932

Percy W. Harris
points out its many
advantages

which is shtmtcd a -battery and a buzzer.
I can tell you right away that·thc arrangement shown in Fig. I is by no means satisfactory, but it is a good starting point. for
our d_iscussion, as I want to show you why
certam arrangements arc bad. Tl:e oscilla.tory circtiit L l - B I will h~ve a tuning
range depending on the values used, but ~
single coil and a condenser of .ooo; microfarad maximum will more than cover the
medium wavebaml, while the substitution
of a bigger col! will enable the same condenser to tunc over the long-wa,·c band
with plenty to spare.
Xow consider the buzzer D, the key K,
and the battery L.T. When the key is
closed the battery current will have a pass
through the coil LI across the buzzer
contacts, through the magnet and back to
the battery. The current passing through
the buzzer magnet will naturally attract
the armatL1rc, but as soon as it is attracted
the circuit is broken and the armature flies

Ll
;5

K

4.

TI:f.

Fig. 2. An improved type of wavemeter which
v.ill provide sharper tuning
back again, only to be drawn down once
·more when the circuit is re-made. The
buzzer will thus justify its name and you
will notice if you examine the gap that
there is a tiny spark there, If you think
for a moment you will realise that a single
dry cell, giving 1 ~j volts, can· scarcely
produce ·what is really a high-voltage
spark unaided, and you find that the spark
is really caused by the "extra current"
generated by the sudden collapse of the

WIRED
TELEVISION
AND PHONE
This new

apparatuS,
recently
demonstrated
in Paris,
enables a
subscriber
to see an image
of the
correspondent
at the other
End of the
line during
a
conversation

strong magnetic field set up by the elcctro. magnet. The voltage so produced is high
enough to jump the gap of the contact
breaker and the violent electrical disturbance so caused gives what we might
roughly term a "jerk" to the inductance
LI and its associate condenser er causing
a radio-frequency oscillation to be set up
in this circuit at its natural period which
is determined by the setting of the condenser cr.
This being so, it will radiate a train of
waves for each interruption of the buzzer
and if we place the wavemetcr near a
receiving set we can tune in this buzz
whenever our receiver is tuned to the
same frequency as that of circuit LI-e 1.
Once a wavemeter has been constructed
and calibl'atccl the setting of the condenser
will always be the same for the same
\Yavclcngth no matter with what set it
is used. The circuit in Fig. I, however, is
unsatisfactory owing to the flatness of
the tuning, it JJcing impossible to get
readings that arc at all sharp. The reason
for this is that the battery, key and
buzzer being shunted across the whole of
tl>.c coil :.1 introduce a very considerable
damping ciicct.
·
In Fig. 2 we sec a modification of the
circuit of Fig. I by the use of a tapped
coil \Yith fom tappings, I, 2, 3, ·and 4
as shown, the rest of the circuit remains
the same. An immediate improvement is
found by tapping the buzzer down the
coil, the lower down we place our tapping
the sharper the tuning will become. A
fnrthcr improvement, and a marked one,
'"ill be found when we take particular
pains in the construction of the coil, which
to be good should be of a low-less construction, using on the medium band a
fairly thick wire and spaced turns. Such
a coil tuned by a good air-dielectric condenser with a tapping two-thirds of the
way down will be found to give amazingly
sharp tuning.
As both wayebands arc required, f\yo
coils will be needed, and it is preferable
to have quite separate coils made interchangeable rather than one of the dualrange \'ariety.
The buzzer must be a good one, and
for satisfactory working it should be
pla::ed in a felt-lined box so as to muffle
the noise.

"NEW STUDIOS FOR RADIO
PLAYS''
(Continued from preceding page)

a studio for the principals, and so on.
Arrangements are made at these D.C.
panels by which the producers at rehearsals
can address the actors in each studio.
Most of the studios throughout the building
are fitted with green cue lights, controlled
from the D.C. rooms.
A new Broadcasting House idea, and a
very useful one, I think, is that when the
dramatic control potcntiometer is faded
right out (that is when no output is
required from that particular studio), it
automatically switches on the "playback"
loud-speakers in the studio, so that the
performers can hear the other section of the
play as it is being broadcast.
This gives them additional warning
for cues as well as th:: green signal light.
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In this :article J. H. REYNER shows how it::i~ poss!ble for the
battery user to obtain plenty of volume wi~h ~he rninimum of
H.T. current and consequently low-running costs
HE wireless constructor who is limited
to dry batteries for his high-tension
T
supply is severely handicapped in the
power output which he can obtain. If he
requires really good quality it is essential
that he should have s()mething of the order
of a ¥2-watt and preferaoly even more.
Reference to the list of 2-volt power valves
shows that this cannot be obtained without
considerable expenditure of anode current.

Hr+

Fig. 1., An ordinary push-pull circuit

No single valve will give as !_nuch as ¥2-watt
·and those which deliver.3oo or 400 milliwatts require an _apode. current_. of the
order of 20 milliamperes, so that _in order
to obtain the output requir~d two such
valves would have to be used in parallel
or push-pull, and the total drain on the
H.T. battery would be of the orqer of
so. milliamperes which is much too great
for practical working.
Moreover, these figures are all for voltages
of 150 on the anode, whereas the average
user prefers to use IO<> or, at the most
;c:o, under which c;coud,itions the power
output is reduced to p_early ·one-half.

Pentode Advantages
The use of a pentode improves matters,
but here again an. <>utpuj; of between zoo
a11d 300 milliwatts , is:.-~- ·that: can be
· obtained if .one .limits tl;te high~tension
voltage in the manner just de,scri~ed. . On
the face of it, there seems to be no convenient method by which the battery-user
can obtain a reasonable power output.
With a little trouble, how_ever, this can be
done, and the method about to be described
is worth a trial by those. who are seeking
·
really good quality.
The princip:te used is the modification of
tl.w well-known push-pull circuit, which is

shown in Fig. I. The secondary of the
transformer is centre-tapped so that an
increase in . voltage on the top , grid . is
accompanied by an equal decrease of voltage on the bottom grid: The two valves,
therefore, are working under normal conditions except that >vhen the anode current on
one is increasing, that on the other is decreasing. The two effects combine ill the
ariode circuit and add up so that we obtain twice the po\ver output that we should
fl'O-.rn one valve alone.

3 milliamperes H.'.(,· C(\llsurpcption, while
if the voltage can be increased to 120, the
output rises to approximately I >vatt, with
only 4-5 milliamperes H.T. consumption.
The circuit will be seen to be a normal
push-pull arrangement; 'the only difference
being that· the bias· is increased. With
the valves specified the l5ias should be
15 volts for 120 volts H,:T. and 12% volts
for 100 volts H.T.
·
These values are distinc,tly in excess of
the normal values for thi,S'.:class of valve,
but they are the values which enable this
peculiar action to be o_btaine<I.

Reducing Anode Current.
At first sigh~. this does not seem to help
us much. There are certain advantages of Matched Valves.
the ·push-pull system, but we still have
It is rathe;r important. in a .system such a~
twice the anode currentof either valve by. this·, that _the valv$!S ~ould be matched.
itself which is the very thing we want to The average .rea-~. :has. D.() facilities for
avoid. Owing _to 'the push-pull action, selecting such yalves, but fortunately the
however, it is possible, with certain pre- fact that the valves are pentodes enables
cautions, to over-bias each of the valves one to match them~ to some extent by
so that they work much lower on the adjtistm~iif qf the.yoltage on the auxiliary
characteristics than normally. This reduces gr~d. ·With tile cir<~uit arranged as shown,
the anode current and at the same time pla'c,e a ~liiamml:lter iri the anode lead o,
extends the pos~ible. grid swing, so that tbe . valve A:-tJ,t the _poi!}t shown. Place
we obtain an increase in the possible power each of the valves'in thissocket.in turn and,
qutput with a decrease in the an,ode current. with the:screep: ..Connected to the full H.T.
Carried to the limit this enables us to potentiat, riotetheanode currents obtained
obtain nearly twice as much power output
Tf!.ke the :valve ;~.lljc,tl J:as the least anode
from .each valve with sometliing less than current anQ. pl9>ce :thi;; ;i,9.· the other socket.
one-half the normal anode current.
(Continued atjoot of, next page)
· I do not propose· to
explain in the prese.nt
Place Milliammeter ,
1201(
article the method ·in
~--~--~----~H.Oh20
here I
more detail than· this,
V.
bu_t rather to give
~. 60/IOOV.
practical particulars as
to how the system may
be tried out. · In . the.
:first instance... some
. . .
l:l)
actual practical c!l~t';!,. ·
. '
oll(
arrived at as a: result·...
.
c::s
of experiment~ . •. witlj
..
various. types of ·~ws
wm be of interest, - ..
The circuit ;;ti11ally
adopted is Sh<:>.W;ll in
Fig. 2. Two ·-Mazda
Pen2zoA valves are
used. With. tnese
va~ves and usin& .onl,y,,
+
100 volts H.T.; · 1t ·,lS _
L.T.
possible to obtain :6oo
~·
or 700 milliwatts·; out--~
Fig; 2. This circj.it is a mc;di~a~ ohhe ~st, employing
put with only 2 . or
, pentod_e valv~s;aalt c:apa't!le of a large outpu~ ··

. .[C~ao0:o.n
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WHAT IT lS FOR

.THE EARTH, CONNEC.T.ION
Most listeners will make an earth
I 1pention this because it has been
AY back in r8g6 Man;oni . first
showed the importance of the found that the earth, contrary to the connection to either a water pipe or to
earth connection. He earthed one side usual, assumption, is not a perfect a spike or plate buried in the ground,
Such a connection is satisfactory if
of the Hertzian oscillator· then in use,
-J
losses are kept down to a minimum.
and elevated the other, thereby obWhat arc the usuallosses? Resistances
taining amuch'greater range than had
losses, traceable to (I) high-resistance
previously been possible. •
earth lead, (2) inadequate area of
I wonder how many readers know
contact, and (3) high-resistance contact.
that there are two distinct types of
The remedies for these three losses
aerial-on~ acting as a · capacity and
are, in order, (I) to use the thickest
the other as an inductance ?
The
· possible gauge of wire in the connection
ordinary aerial in use to~day belongs
of the set to the earth point-certainly
to the capacity type, because the
not 1e'ss than the thickness of the
aerial wire is one plate of a, condenser.
aerial wire, (2) make sure that a main
What makes the other plate? . The
water pipe connection is utilised, or in
earth. And the intervening air is the
the event of a buried connection make
dielectric.
sure that a large surface of metal' is
Looked at in this way, you see the
exposed to the earth, and (3) see that
earth connection in its true importance
the soil around the earth plate or spike
-as one of two plates in a condenser.
At A is the symbol for the earth connection.
is kept moist, as dry earth has a high
It would be. quite possible to make a
At B you will see how the aerial and earth
resistance.
condenser type of aerial with two large
are considered as the two plates of a condenser, with the intervening air as the diBearing these points in mind there
metal plates, one erected high above
electdc. At C is a common form of earth
is no reason why an inefficient earth
the .ground, and the. other a few feet
contact-a buried spike or tube. At D is an
connection should be endured. Rememabove the ground. Or we could make
alternative earth contact -a main water pipe
ber always that the earth is one plate
use of the normal type of aerial wire,
and fit up an earth screen, comprising conductor of . wireless energy, a ad no of. a condenser, and then you will .not
several wires placed a few fee:t above matter how good the earth connection concentrate on the elevated plate--the
the ground, insulated {ro:m earth and may be the resistance of .the earth aerial-to the exclusion of the other
1Jlate-the earth.
HOTSPOT.
connection will be several· o!J~s ..
parallel with the aerial wires ..

W

"GETTING SUPER POWER FROM is a little higher than usual and the opti- but those shown on the diagram are gener·
mum load is about 4o,ooo ohms (acro~s ally satisfactory.
BATTERIES''
(Continued from preceding page)

Re-insert the other .valve in socket A and
reduce the screen potential until this
takes the same current. The two valves
are now matched up as reg~rds anode
current and the same value of grid bias
will be satisfactory.
Note that a IOo,ooo-ohm 1·esistance is
included in the grid-bias lead. This is to
Step-down ratio for various
impedances with two Pen 220A
valves.
Speaker Impedance. Transformer ratio

the two valves in series). The attached
table giYes suitable transformer ratios in
which due allowance is made for this fact.
The customary correcting device consisting of a condenser and resistance in series
should be shunted across the . speaker
terminals. The actual values depend upon
the loud-speaker and the taste of the user,

~lll:ll:ll>l:li!BIIIIIIaBQOICIIIl:><>UOUDaiU:lOO<>~•DtiOllfl.llllll<lllUWIUli:11'~QClllfl.fl.:l[JU1"Clll1"~'1'l1"!>l1E'l..<C<l<ltll:ll11ll'li
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a'oirl •ny .olf oocillation wh'cl> might be
set up in the circuit. In some cases a ~
stopper resistance such as this is included ' a
in each grid lead, but the use of on~ resis- i
tance only i11 the common '~d-bias :return . i
is quite suffic:;ien t.
·
·
!
A good output transformer is n~ces~ary ~ coils are J.lSed, especially for short-wave
and this must be so arranged as to match 5 working. The distances between the
the pentodes- to the loud-speaker in use. ~ sockets are most important. They conThe average impedance ·of the pentodes e trol the ~ouplings between the coils.
under the special conditions of this circuit ~.-...............;.;;,;............;;....,;........~.:.~ ..................~

:,!::.

The first valve in the circuit may be a
cL:tector or an L.F. amplifier as required,
t;1e connections being quite standard and
requiring no comment. The so,ooo-ohm
r2sistance across the primary of the transformer is important, however. Its function is to protect the ·pentode vah·es in the
event of the first• valve being removed. If
this is done, the sudden breaking of the
anode current through the primary of the
transformer will set up a very large voltage
and c<1use such a surge of current in the
pentodes as to 'neck them entirely. The
so,oco-ohm resistance checks this surge
and prevents damage.

Ray Covillier and his Hawaiian Revellers provide an amusing kind of light music
which is a contdJ.st to the ordinary popular
dance band. They will be heard in the
Scottish programme on July g.
A new series of gramophone recitals
under the title of. ''Discs " will be given
for \Vest Regional listeners starting on
July g. The records on this occasion will
be chosen by E. R. Appleton and Andrew
P. Yates. They will choose the records
they would like to have with them if they
were shipwrecked on a desert island !
Mr. J. Inglis Ker, will give a talk on
July 6 in the "Scotland Out of Doors "
series, which will be .entitled "Scotland for
the Motorist."
The Abbey Players, newly returned from
America, make a welcome reappearance
before the Belfast microphone on July 4.

•
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IT IS ABSOLUTELY TRUE

--the best we can say for this valve, the
Mullard P.M. 2A, is that it is far and away the
most popular power valve on the market.
Thousands are in use everv day and thousands
are sold weekly.

Mullard
~valve·

TypePM2A

1- -

1-

··-

36-

!r

Th.e P.M. 2A is designed for use in a 2-valve
receiver or a 3-valve receiver with one L.F.
stage, bearing in mind the volume required
for the average sized room and the importance
of battery and accumulator economy.

·' 28-

{
V::a bf-

l!J-

o'/11 11-

lfjf,

-ll

t7IJ#
VV V
10

8

6

-4

-2

12-

PRICE 8/9

o4··-

0

MADE

CIUD VOLTS

• 2.0 vo:ts
- 0.~ amp.
- 15) volts

Nullard

Characteristics

Ad~./.:

The

lllull.:rrd

Wireless

• 3,6:0 o:'m'
- 12.5
- 3.SmA/vo:t

Service

ENGLAND

The following Mullard Valves are specified for the new Regional
Three Receiver described in this issue : P.M. 1 HL.
P.M. 2 DX.
P.M, 2 A.

(At Anode Volts 100, Grid Volt3 Zero)
Anode Impedance
Amplt-lcation Factor
Mutual Conductan:e

IN

+J

OPERATING DATA
Mu. Filament Volt&fle
•
Filament Current
Max . .AJ;ode Voltafle

• • • •

THE-· /tlfASTBR. • VALVE

Co.,

Ltd.,

Mullard

House,

Charing

Cross

Road,

London,

W.C.

2•
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0111. ·for the
BENJAMIN
TRANSFEEDA!
"?egd

•

Get the Dis':ortionless impvfication associated only
with the most luxurious transfor.ners by fitting the new
Benjamin Transfeeda.
In one compact, neat-looking, inexpensive component the Transfeeda gives you : -

(1) a 3: 1 L.F. Transformer with special nickel iron core,
inductance over 80 Henries.
(2) a silk covered WIRE WOUND RESISTANCE rated
to carry 1i- ~atts; and .
(3) a separate condenser in METAL Case.
The Resistance of 50,000 ohms is tapped at 30,000
ohms to suit various valve impedances. De-coupling
provided for. Examine the N.P.L. curve here and see
what unapproachable results the Transfeeda will give
you.

The British-made Benjamin Transfeeda is the answer
to your L.F. amplification problems. Ask your dealer.

Note fram this N:P.L. curve what an c,¥J~p:..
tional!y evcntamplijication is obtained throughout
'the scale of musical frequencies-a positive
proof of excel/en;e_ in both ntaterials and design.

Mention ol "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
'

I

"·- "
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WHAT A BOON!
I have been making a
stay in a little village ten miles from
the nearest town-in the very
depths of the counn·y in fact. But
for wireless the inhabitan,ts would have
hardly any kind of entertainment available,
the only interludes being a weekly visit by
a portable movie plant and a yearly one by
a travelling circus. In the circumstances,
it wasn't surprising to find that a very
large proportion of homes had wireless sets
and, my word, didn't they just appreciate
the benefits of broadcasting ! This village
is in the West country and by far the best
received of the home stations is sXX, or
the Midland National, to give it its up-todate name. This goes a long way to prove
the truth of what I have always maintained,
namely, that sXX would be capable of
giving fine service to the whole country if
its power were put up to roo kilowatts, or
perhaps 200. There would then be no
need of any other stations to radiate the
National programmes. I am quite sure
that some such scheme will have to be
adopted eventually for there won't beroom
on the medium waveband for all the highpower stations now in existence, plus those
that will shortly come into operation. I1i
a few years, countries will have to reduce
the numbers of their stations-one does not
need to be a prophet to see that-and we
can very easily do so by having a real big
fellow on the long waves.

1

~-ECENTLY,

.,...,..

REAL CONTROL
HAVE referred before now to the
way in which the ether is policed
in America. That country, of course,
has the advantage of a central
control authority which can impose its
commands upon the soo or so broadcasting
stations that are in operation. Up to the
present, the Federal Radio Board has
allotted wavelengths with a ro-kilocycle
separation and has allowed stations to
wobble (provided that it was not done too
often) by half a kilocycle. Anybody who
deviated by more than this received a
straight-from-the-shoulder warning, and if
it occurred again his licence _wight be
suspended, and probably was. Now the
regulations have been tightened up and by
the time that this note appears in print
stations will not be allowed to stray by more
than 50 cycles from their allotted frequency.
In this way heterodynes between stations
are made practically impossible. In Europe
we have but a g-kilocycle separation (and
that largely on paper only). There is no
p:trticular limit to the amount of wobble
allowed and the official black list prints
only the names of those stations which
deviate by more than r,goo cycles, or
thirty-eight times •the amount allowed in
the States. If only the countries of Europe
would really get together at the Madrid
Conference we could very soon put an enii
to all this heterodyning, interfering, and
wavelength-wandering business.

I
________
•

IS IT EPOCH-MAKING?
America comes news ot an
entirely new system of tuning wireless sets. Hitherto, two systems
have been used. The oldest is
that which makes use of a variometer.
You don't often see these components
nowadays, but at one time they were
considered the very last word. In the
variometer the inductance ·value of the
tuning coils is actually varied, since one
part of the windings of each is mounted on
a ball-shaped former which rotates inside
the other. The second system is, of course,
the fixed-inductance-cum-variable-capacity
method, employed in nearly all sets to-day.
Both of these systems have distinct drawbacks under modern conditions of crowded
wavebands.
Since the variometer is pretty well out
of date, you needn't bother to consider it,
but you know what happens in the set
\Yith variable-tuning capacity. First of
all, even though you use straight-line
frequency or log mid-line condensers, the
tuning always seems much sharper at the
top of the waveband covered by the circuit
than it does at the bottom, whilst signal
strength: falls in just the opposite way.
Secondly--,-and this is very important-a
sensitive set may tend to become unstable
near the bottom of the waveband covered
owing to the small amount of parallel
capacity then in use. Thirdly, owing to
its small parallel capacity and to the lack of
damping that is a consequence, atmospheric
interference may be much worse when you
are listening to, say, Nilremberg on 239
metres than when Prague on 489 metres is
coming in. The new method of tuning, it
is claimed, does away with all these drawbacks and brings in addition many advantages. It is known as permeability tuning.

,..,.~'.

bv an irou core whilst at the ..same time
getting rid of eddy-current losses. The
introduction of an iron c<;>re does not
actually vary the inductance value of the
coiL What it does is to v_ary the permeability of its :field and therefore to alter the
resonant frequency.

.,...,..

HOW IT IS DONE
HIS has been accomplished in a
rather wonderful way. First of all,
it is known that iron can be pulverised so finely that the resulting dust
will actually :float in aii:. Experiments
showed that iron reduced to particles
averaging rj2,5oo part o,f an· inch in
diameter, could be used satisfactorily for
permeability tuning and a means was found
of surrounding each of these with an\
insulating layer about rfs,ooo-inch in
thickness. To make the core the iron
particles are blended with bakelite and
moulded into cylindrical shape. Owing
to the minute size of the particles and to
the fact that each is insulated from the
other, eddy-current losses arc reduced to
something quite negligible. Further, the
core can be so shaped that constant selectivity and constant efficiency arc obtainable
over the whole waveband covered.

.,....,..

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
NOTHER enormously impo~tant
advantage is that coils can be
ganged for tuning purposes ,,·ith the
greatest of ease and that their
physical size can be made astonishingly
smalL Permeability· coils no bigger than
an ordinary cotton reel have been constructed with a high-frequency resistance
no greater than that of coils 4 inches in
diameter. Since no ganged condenser is
required, there is a great saving of space
and a further savi.ng results from the fact
that single coils can be used instead of H.F.
THE NEW TUNING
ND what exactly does that mean? transformers. I am bold enough to predict
If you care to make a little experi- that in (he future we sly all see very wonderment you can very soon see how it ful results with this new method of tuning
works. Tune your set to, say, the and from what I have read about it, I
London National and then leave the vari- believe that it does represent something
able condensers alone. Take a poker or like a revolution in wireless reception.
any other piece of iron and move this
WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
gradually into the field of the tt~ning coil.
T is but cold comfort to the fellow
You will find that as you do so the tuning
whose loud-speaker is humming
is completely altered. You may, in fact,
like a hive of bees to tell him that
be able, without touching the condensers,
all will be well once the regional
to get rid of the London National and to
tune in some other station on a higher grid scheme is completed and he is taken
wavelength. The strength of the other over to standardised A.C. . He naturally
station, though, is likely to be rather poor wants the bird in the hand rather than the
owing to the heavy losses introduced by problematical two in the bush. Much
eddy currents set up in the iron c<>re which can be done in many cases by using a
you are inserting into the coiL Iron cores smoothing circuit of chokes and condensers
for high-frequency coils and t1'ansformers between the mains and the set, but even
were very popular some years ago in this may fail. The best advice, I think,
France, in spite of their relative inefficiency. to D.C.-ites is to make inquiries in the
One reason for their popularity was that district before installing an all-mains set.
coils using them could be made extra- If vou find that those who have them
ordinarily compact'. In
permeability receive every programme with a kind of
tuning a remarkably clever method has R.A.F. Pageant background (or it may
been found of retaining the effects produced even be foreground) theh pin your faith to
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On Your Wavelength!
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batteries. You can make the most effec- tain the output from the set at a constant ~
tive use of the mains by, using accumulator level; irrespective of fading or other
batteries and charging these yourself fluctuations in the incoming signal.
when they need it.
._...
._.._,.
LARGE AND SMALL
T'S the small things that count, as
Newton might have said when he
invented the Infinitesimal Calculus.
'
m__ ~ At all events, they cannot be
ignored in wireless. For instance, the
current in the grid circuit of a thermionic
valve is a comparatively insignificant
quantity, but it plays a large part in
rectifying the signals. Then again, capacity coupling between the valve electrodes
is only to be measured in micro-microfarads, but it hampered the development
of H.F. amplificatiol). for a long time before
it could be successfully tackled, first by the
neutrodyne and then by the screen-grid
valve. Even now, it isn't altogether gone.
There is always a certain residual capacity
feed-back inside a screen-grid valve, which
is apt to loom large at times.

....

.\

SCREEN-GRID CURRENT
F course, the screening grid. in a
screen-grid valve always takes a
small · amount of current. It is
bound to do so since it carries a
high positive voltage and stands in the
path of the electron stream flowing from
the filament to the plate. _Like the ordinary grid current, this can also be made to
serve a useful purpose. For instail.ce, if a
high resistance is inserted between the
S.G. and H.T. positive; it is .possible to
obtain an "automatic" regulation of signal.
strength very similar to that secured by
using a variable-mu valve.
An increase in signal strength produces
a larger S.G. current, and this, 'in turn,
increase!l the potential drop across the
series resistance. In other words, the
effective bias on the screen-grid is low~red
and the efficiency of the valve f'alls off.
Similarly a reduction in sigrt.al strength
increases the positive bias on the screeninggrid so that the efficiency of the valve
automatically rises. This helps to main-

PARASITIC OSCILLATION
OME of the high-slope detectors
which are being used to-day have a
nasty habit of breaking into a
parasitic oscillation.
When the
· b rought up, the rece1ve
· r
react'1on con t ro1 1s
· t o an osc1'11 a t'1on w h'ICh IS
· no t th e
goes m
_proper one and this either has the affect of
making the set go "dead" or of causing a
growl or whistle if the low-frequency stage
is inclined to be unstable. I had this
trouble nQt so long ago and found that with
one type of valve the circuit was quite O.K.,
while with a similar type of another manufacture this awkward parasitic_oscillation
appeared and completely spoilt the reception. The circuit used was quite a normal
one, therefore I could find no reasonable
explanation for some time. I could, of
·course, be satisfied with the set with the
valve which actually did work, but somek
how I felt t 1Jat I should li e to get to the
bottom of the difficulty and spent some
time worrying over the cause.
._...
A POINT TO WATCH

A HOME-MADE IDEA
•a matter of interest, I have just
converted a plain radiogram switch
myself, so that it now does switch
the H.F. stages on and off as r(;quired. You can very easily do it for yourself if you can find a switch with a fairly
long end to its spindle. On to this you fix
a short metal arm. You then mount two
contact leaves of an .old jack on a small
block 1·n a stil.table pos1.t1·on. The lea"es
• are
so arrang-ed
that \vhen the sw1'tch knob 1·s
~
turned to the "Radio" position, the afore~
mentioned lever presses them together and
makes contact between their points. On
turning the knob to the "Off" or the
"Gram" positions, contact is broken. The
making and breaking of the contact
between the leaves, of course, switches the
filaments of the H.F. valves on or off.
. .._.
A

LONG-STANDING GRIEVANCE
-IHOUGH we get far more of the
desirable echo effect nowadays
than we used to from broadcasting
studios, there are still times when
one feels as if a soloist or a singer were .
performing in a padded cell. I don't
know how reade;-s feel on the point, but
I simply cannot listen with any pleasure
to quite a number of the broadcast vocal
and. in~trumental turns, simply and solely
because the absence of studio resonance~
makes reception sound so dead and
unnatural. You notice all the difference
in the world when an item is broadcast
from the big studio or from a concert-hall
or a theatre. The difference to me between
items accompanied by sufficient (but not
too much) echo is just that between a
"flat" photograph and a stereoscopiq_:view.
The B.B.C. has a wonderful outfit of
appliances for providing echo elects,
but at the present time, for some unknown
reason, it appears to be making rather
less use of them than it did. Certainly
the padded-cell effect has been very
noticeable lately when soloists have been
performing before the microphone.
THERMION.

VENTUALLY, I found this to be
due to a long cathode lead (the
valve was an A.C. valve), and I
shortened this lead to about 2 inches
which completely cured the trouble. As
far as I could make out the inductance of
the relatively long lead in the grid circuit
was tuning with the self capacities of the
circuit to some very sho:r:t waveleJ!gth, and
there happened to-be a corresponding tune
somewhere in the anode circuit which was
sufficient to enable self-oscillation to be
maintained in view of the high efficiency
of the valve. By keeping the cathode
lead as short as possible I was able to cure
the fault although I can quite believe that
a long &rid lead would cause just.the same
amount of trouble. It rather goes to show
that with the improved valves of to-day
it is necessary to pay parttcular attention
The Bournville Male Voice Choir makes
to the layout of one's receiver, and not to its first, appearance before the Midland
take anything for granted.
Regional microphone on June 26.

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMMES
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incorporating gang

EFORE you can hope to get the best
out of a modern set with ganged tuning
you must adjust the individual trimmers
on the gang condenser. This is not always
ac; easy as it sounds. In fact, many
readers must fail to obtain the results
claimed for sets described from time ~o

B

·Milliammeter

\fPl

.,.....,__,oe-coupling

This skeleton circuit shows the correct
position for the insertion of a low-reading
milliammeter to ensure correct gauging.
Note the meter is connected to the hightension-positive end of the detector circuit

time in these pages simply because there is
some inaccuracy in the gauging.
I do not wish to imply that ganging-up
a set is a job only to be tackled by the
expert. Even the novice, under certain
conditions, may well and truly gang up a
set, as I hope to show.
The first thing that strikes me is that
tests of tuning-condenser adjustments
carried out by ear-by noting how much
louder or softer the signal is heard on
making an adjustment-are likely to be
misleading. The ear is-too accommodating
to detect the minute differences that nevertheless are very important in ganged tuning.
How, then, shall \VC ensure accurate
gauging? I suggest that a visual indication, as given by a meter, is the best method.
Anyway, it ·is the method adopted in
testing out all the ganged sets published in
this journal.
What you need is a milliammeter, preferably one reading from oto 5 milliamperes
and this is inserted in the anode circuit of
the detector valve, as near the high-tension
supply end of .the .circuit as possible.
Such a meter virtually converts the

detector into a valve voltmeter, though, of
course, the readings are in milliamperes and
not in volts. For our purpose the absolute
readings are not important, since the idea
is to obtain some indication of the relative
effect on the detector anode current of
various gang-condenser settings.
It is obvious that when the gang condenser is accurately adjusted the maximum
detector-current change will be obtained.
In practice it will be found that the milliam- ·
meter will read the standing anode current
when no signal is being received, but that
as soon as a carrier wave is impressed on the
grid of the detector, the anode current will
decrease. The stronger the signal the
greater the needle deflection.
Unless the detector is hopelessly overloaded, the needle will remain quite steady,
even when the carrier wave is modulated.
So you can tune in a broadcast programme
and get a steady needle deflection in the
detector milliammeter.

Test Each Section
As each section of the gang condenser is
correctly adjusted the effect on the needle
of the meter can be noted. The idea is to
adjust each trimmer in turn until the
maximum deflection is obtained.
This process should be systematically
carried out. Tuue in some signal at about
the middle of the scale, and then adjust the
first trimmer, at the same time rotating the
gang condenser as a whole. Get the
rnaximum needle deflection for the first
trimmer and then start on the second
trimmer.
Again move .the condenser dial in conjunction with the trimmer, and again see
that the maximum deflection is obtained.
The process is repeated for the third
trimmer, assuming a three-gang condenser
is in use, and a still further deflection will
probably be obtained.
That, in brief, is tlie procedure, but there
are one or two points to bear in mind. If
the signal on which tests are made is a local.
or a very strong foreigner, ta~· care to
reduce the input so that detector overloading is avoided, othetiyise a steady
detector-current reading cannot be obtained
on the-milliammeter.
Often in gang-condenser sets, such as
three-valve band-pass sets with two aerialtuning Circuits· and an inter-valve tuning
. circuit, there is an aerial pre~set condenser.
This should not be regarded as a volume

control, even though it is possible to
decrease the volume by reducing the signal
input to the band-pass-tuning circuit.
Rather, this condenser should be looked
upon as an aerial-load adjustment, enabling
a final correction of gang tuning to be maae.
After all the trimmer adjustments ha\c
been visibly checked up as described, it is
most instructive to adjust the aerial p!"e-set
condenser. It will often qe found tha~ a
greater deflection is obtained when the
condenser's setting is 1·educed, shO\ving
that a reduction in the signal input does
not necessarily mean a reduction in volume
output, for the. greater the deflection of the
needle the greater is the signal handed on by
the detector to the power stage.
Often in gang-condenser circuits the
aerial pre-set provides just the required

The aerial pre-set in this circuit of a bandpass input to a high-frequency stage is used
for adjusting the aerial load, and· not for
varying the volume

adjustment in the aerial tuning.
A reduction in the aerial load has the effect of
reducing the capacity across the fill!!lt
section of the gang ~ondenser, and once
the correct load condition for gauging has
been found the pre-set shouid not be
altered. ·
Volume· should be controlled by some
other means, .such as a screen~grid potentiometer, . There is no doubt that man}·
ganged sets fail because the pre-set is
wrongiy :!!Sed-adjusted as .. a volume
control, thereby upsetting the gauging.

. I
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usEFUL RADIO=. GRAM HINTS_ A-ND TIPs
'
.
Here are some sl!ggestions for improving r~dio-gramopltones, controlling volume, ~hanging tbe tone, facilitating switchi~ Md so on.

Earthing the Leads
T is general practice nowadays
to use metal braided wire for
the pick~up 'connections. This
is . a safeguard against interference.
In some cases it is
sufficient to have the braided
wire for the grid and bias leads,
but in other cases it is a good
plan to earth the outer covering.
Where aluminium sheathed wire
is used, a soldered connection
cannot be made,- but some
ordinary copper wire can be

I

arrangement provides adequate be screwed• down to the foit and
For this reason vou 'must use
protection. The switch can be board. -The wires should pass a high-resistance p;tentiometer,
of the 6rdinary spring-loaded . 'straight through the foiL Oc- so that a complete,. ~ade-out is
make-and-break type, one pole casionally more complete- freeassured. It is this type of fader
dom from hn'm can be obtained
control which the B.B.C.
being in·eachcircuit of the mains.
engineers use for fading from
There is a fuse in each mains by earthing 'tl:le foil, taking a
lead, both to the motor and to short flex lead to the earth one " effects '' gramophone to
the set. The fuses and all this terminal of the set. In other· another in the control room.
part of the wiring should be cases it is best left disconnected.
kept well away from the set
connections, for otherwise you
Changing the Needle
may get induction between the
HALF turn or so is all that
mains and the low-frequency
is usually needed on the tiny
side of the radio-gram amplifier.
thumbscrew which grips the
needle in the pick-up armature.
Fitting a Volume Control
To save tiresome fiddling, a
0 not fit the volume control small e-xtension piece can be
on the baseboard, for other- fixed to the head·of the thumbscrew, so that it can be used as a
wise you will have to lift the cabitrigger',
the needle. , G.B:net top each time you want to
o
make an adjustment. The proper
place for the control is at the
Connections for a fader control
front or side of the cabinet.
Many makes of pick-up make a
rattling noise while playing and
This system of fading can
the lid must be kept shut to
be modified for use in the
prevent this being heard. If
detector stage, but as it stands
the volt1me control is· mounted
is. not suitable as negative bias
on the front of the cabinet there·
is applied to the grid which
will he no-temptation to leave
would upset the rectifying
action.
the lid open.

A

D

G.B;LT.-L----'
Earthing the shielded pick-up
wiring

bound round the outer covering
and connected to earth or
negative L.T. Where the motorboard is covered with metal foil,
as described in another hint on
this page, both the metal braiding of the pick-up leads and the
baseboard foil can be coi;~nected
together and to earth, if necessary.
Safety First !
HEN operating the turntable motor and the set
unit of a radio-gram. from the
mains, it is advisable to have
separate fuses • for each side.
The accompanying diagram
shows two sets of miniature fuse
blocks, connectell to a two-p::>le
single-throw switch, and the

W

...

·

~TO

MAINS

. Fuses·;,.· each mains lead to gramopJiani(motor aild amplifier

Cutting out Hum
T is sometimes not easy to prevent an electric gramophone
motor from causing a hum or
-ripple to be heard in the gramophone reproduction and this is
due to induction between the

I

A useful Idea ttor facilitating
needle changing

A piece of wire an inch or so
in length and linke,d at the end
for convenience, can be attached
to the thumbscrew by a spot of
solder. The extension should
be as .light as possible, for it
must be remembered that it is
part of the vibrating s<;mnd
system.
If it is too weighty it ,will
affect the tone and probably
. cause a buzzing noise.

Changing from Radio to Gramophone
HE normal two-way radiogramophone switch changes
suddenly from radio to gramophone reproduction, but it is
often more convenient to have
Preventing turntable interference
.a - gradual · fade. There are
with the gramophone amplifier
many ways of achieving this,
winding in the pick-up head ai1d one_of the simplest being shown
some part of the gramophone in the . accompanying diagram. Here the winding of
motor< Whilst small D.C.
the volume control and fader
motors can have large fixed
condensers- shunted across the potimtioineter, )n series with
brushes to cut out any motor the pick-up, is used as the
interference, A.C. n10tors are gr:id leak of the resistancenot so easily 'dealt with. · The capacity stage following the
easiest plan is tR f!.<treen the detector.
As the slider of the potentiamotor drive fro-1;!.' pick-up.
A layer of thm: metal foil meter is moved from one end
of the winding_ to the other,
should be cut, allowing a
generous appearance around .an the radio reproduction will be
fixing holes for the motor, and faded · out· and the pick-up
lightly tacked to the motor-· brought into ·circuit and viceboard. Take care that it does· versa.. In approximately the
not short-circuit any mains niid position of a potentiometer
cennections. The pick-up can the volume will be at minimum.

T

Positioning the Needle Cups
IT the "waste" needle cun
immediately beneath th~
pick-up head when it is swung
away from the turntable so
that used needles can drop
straight into it. A flush-fitting
type of needle container is best
here, so that the waste needles
will drop straight in and not
get caught under any component
on the motorboard.

F

Cutting Out Turntable Slip
HERE are a number of large
rubber discs available for
putting on the gramophone turntable, in order to prevent record
slip. A good emergency device of
this nature, though, is a largesized cork table mat. A small
hole can be cut in it for the
turntable spindle and it will
provide a resilient and non-slip
bed for the record.

T

A Limit to Volume
VOLUME control which
gives· easy regulation may,
perhaps, be of a type wbi~h does
not cut the volume dowri sufficiently. In this event an additional
resistance Iilay be shunted a_cross
the pick-up to reduce the voltage
output. Too high a value should
not be used or the tone will be
changed. ' Quite a high value
of resistance shunted across the
pick-up, though, will' make a
dtfference to the voltage output, .
and will enable a lower volume
to be obtained on the minimum
position of t4e normal volume
control.

A

~
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RADIO DRAMA

•
G. H. ELLIOT
the well-known coon singer

rrHERE is all the difference in the ,wrld
between a microphone play and a play
adapted for the microphone.
However
well a play may be adapted, howeyer \Yell
its various effects may come throtigh, there
i'3 nothing quite like a play that takes full
advantage of the possibilities of wireless
transmission and being written for that
purpose al9ne.
The Squirrel's Cage \Yas easily the best
microphone play I have heard. I point to
it as being an example to copy for future
use. The "·hole production left a deep
impression on me because it dealt 'vith a
single theme in such a \Yay as to produce a
single thought in my mind.
I imagine anyone, listening to this play,
realised that e\·ery line of it "·as intended
to portray the monotony of a man's life.
Even if one missed some of the lines the
interludes surely were strong enough to
convince the listener that Henry \'Vilson's
existence was one of routine as was his
father's before. Had Henry listened to his
aunt he might have lived instead of merely
existing.
Did you notice the monotony of the
musical prelude? Three notes only; three
miserable, almost morbid notes, repeated
ad nauseam. Did you notice the insistent
repetition of the speaking chorus in the
interludes? Everything cut on the square;
a narrow life; a man who \YOre blinkers all
his days.
I cannot visualise that play on the stage
at all; snch effects would be unreal if you
had scenery in front of you. No; it was a
microphone play, a play: that demanded
your ears and just enough imagina.tion, a
play that wanted no scenery, no lightingnothing but sounds.
I should like to congratulate the author,
l\Ir. Tyrone Guthrie, on havu)g set an
example in microphone plays. I did not
hear the production in 1929, but I am sure
that the recent presentation must have been
far in advanc.e of the earlier one.

•

•

The last of the "Songs from the Shows"
' was an attractive finale to an attractive
series. I am still of one opiniou regarding
the value in the musical sense of the older
songs compared wii:h the ne\\·er. \Ve have
gone to America for our style in the latest

songs and we have, of course, suffered
accordingly. \Ve haw imported a llltlsicallv
impossible type of singing, faulty to th.e
last degree; "·e ha,·e imported American
speech that disgust:; every cultured being;
we have imported a monotonous rhythm
that has turned the best of us almost" sick.
Personally, I have no use for anything that
come;,, from America in the artistic line.
\V~··-~were true to our English idiom
"·e'
· od songs and we sang them "·ell.
I lis
d to G. H. Elliott, the Chocolatecoloured Coon, whom I can remember from
my boyhood. He sings just as well, if
not better, than he ever did; apparently
he dances as \Yell also. He is a good example
of what I am talking about. Did you notice
how he sustained notes and· held them
through the accompanying change of
chords in the orchestra?" Ho\\· many of
the adenoidal singers of these days could
hold any note longer than six seconds ? I
maintain that these old songs needed
singing.
Look at the list in the programme of the
last of the "Songs from the Shows" :
Anona \Vinn, Olive Groves, Reginald
Purdell, George Baker, Leonard Gowings,
Phyllis Dare.
\Vhy were they asked?
Simply because those songs needed singers.
Do you think we should employ them for
modern dance-refrains? Of course not; we

PROGRAMME POINTERS

The transmission ~f" The Squirrel's Cage"
proved that wireless plays need to be written
specially for the microphone to be really
successful. I offer the suggestion that less
money be spent upon relaying plays -from
outside sources, or even upon adapting plays
originally produced at London theatres, and
that the play department shall concentrate
on getting good plays written. The new
effects from Broadcasting House are far in
advance of anything ever sent out from
Savoy Hill.
My suggestion is that the
B.B.C. shall make a· speciality of these
effects, even to the extent of publishing a
complete list of those they have already in
stock, so to speak, as well as setting about
adding to them. It should be possible to
produce any effect, no 1Ratter what it is. If
a full list were published, and playwrights
were encouraged to produce work specially
for the microphone, I am sure wireless plays
would become increasingly popular. "Phey will
never be as acceptable as they might be
until authors realise that it is necessary to
select a theme and rigidly adhere to it. The
success of " The Squirrel's Cage" was due
entirely to the development of a single
theme. I suggest that money be spent ori
special plays written for broadcasting alone.
Money spent on relays has often been
wasted.

employ adenoiclals-singers who ]..:no\\"
nothing of their art. I see that several
press critics are loud in their condemnation
of the decadence both in music and
singers. It is time to banish the American
~tyle and re-form our own English idiom.
I listened \\·ith considerable enjoyment to
the third "l\liscellany." The first two I
did not enjoy nearly so much; you may
remember I asked that morbiditv should be
a\·oided.
The third "Misceliany" was
entirely devoid of that unwanted quality.
It turned out to be an hour of nonsense.
Some of it was very clever nonsense, too.
The point about it that appealed to me
was that there was some extraordinarily
good reciting. I am a lover of English and
always enjoy a good speaking voice. I
should like one of these transmissionsa particularly smart one with some telling
satire-to be transmitted to the U.S.A.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Of course, you heard A. J. Alan? \'Yell,
did "Mrs. J ames ., murder her husband or
not? I have never thought there is anv
justificatiqn for the theory of reincamati01i,
but if there is,. then all I can say is that
A. J. A. must be the reincarnation of the
originator of the Arabian Nights entertainments. That is the question : Did A. J.
Alan (in a previous existence) originate
those stories ?
I expect you heard the merry Tattoo.
You can hm•e a tattoo so far as I mn concerned. Very noisy; indistinct at times;
made bad broadcasting; needed to be seen.
Never again for me!
Did you hear the fourth "Haza r<l " ?
I thought Commander Stoker presented his
story very convincingly. I imagine this
series is going to have a run, especially if
handled as well as in this case.
The
speaker who can rivet his hearers' attention
in that way is a speaker who takes no
hazard. He is a sure thing.

•

•

•

•

•

•

One or two vaudeville turns attracted
me. Nosmo King and Partner gave the
best turn I have heard from them so far.
That was because they did not speak so
loudly. Even so, a little more restraint
will bring their points over better. It is
useless to bawl at a microphone.
Jenny Howard was really good. I point
to her as the type of broadcaster greatly
needed in vaudeville. She played to the
listeners, not the studio audience. Good
broadcasting; good for Jenny!
WHITAKERcWILSON.
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COMPONENTS :Continued)
Two tenw·n;~l·hlocl,;s rsc,-~.r<:if,'H, .:~w!t'.
Four tern1;inai\ marked A..erial, Ean~1,

t

C.B,-1

GB·!:.

onying detector and two L.F. stage;

l

----~ ~-- ' ·-~----- -~- ---- ---··· -------· -- ---·. -------- -----~ ------------ --~- ---l

ACCESSOIUHS

L.S. , L.S, , ~.Bel!ir.g-Lee, Cli~. Eelox).·
Tw':' spa~~·hctH resi.stances. one 6t1,000 ohms
and. one 30,0DG oh'JIS r'funew('ll, Bul.~in,
Levrcos, Ig;;a!!ic, V~~l'i'J}", Lisc:;l'n; Rea:li-r;td,

120 H.T. bo;tery
f:cfti·ix. DrJ-·dcxi.

Telscn L

P·:rtrlx, Drydc::.·.

Co~:necting wire ~.Glazite\.
Two yards thin f1(:X 1Leweoflcx;.
Fi•;e v,rurHler plugs r.1:al'!\Cd H.T.- -, H.T ,
G.B. , G.B.-·-1, (;:,B. '2 (D~:~~~n;::·-Lct?, Clix,
E·;lex).
T\'.10 s~~tde tcrmb.:tb n1:~rke\l L.T. ,
L.T.- "(Bel!ing·-Lee. Cl!x. E8lcx ..
Pair or ~ri.i 1~iar; clit~s ~Bui_~;~n,.

}!-rolt
2-·~,olt

Re~Hiy~

r:.n. battcrv
a~cum~Jbtol'

:E:·.id~'.

Lissen,

Ever

C.A.V .;- PcrtrL! Fulh';·_:.

Nains unit ;Ath.; A.C24-1·, El{CO, Tar.noy,
l.issen, Reg.:i1tone.J.
Lot;,Lspe~kcr •.fl.
Rob, Orrn(:nd. \V.B.,

A.. t;1pll 40, Blue Spot,
Lisst~HJ.
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"THE 'NEW REGIONAL THREE
actually built from the first-mentioned
selection of parts.
Get your copy of the full-size blueprint
wl'>.en ordering the components. The print
costs only rs., post free, and can be obtained
from the Blueprint Department, AMATEUR
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(Continued from .Preceding page)

completed. The ,purpose: of this is to give cGrner system and you can see how neat
extra space in' which to wield the soldering it looks.
iron. As the set is con1pact it is worth while
The battery flexes and the three short
taking the little extra trouble involved in leads to the grid-bias battery are joined on
solrlering.
at their respective positions. Soldering
The point-to-point system could quite . is a: gre~t aid because in the case of the
G.B.-1 connection, for instance, the set
end of the flex is. soldered direct to the
short projecting wire on the grid leak of the
resistance-coupled stage. The high-tension
and low-tension batterv flexes can be
twisted each into separ'ate groups wher..
This plan , view appropriate spade tags and wander plugs
show~ clearly the
have been attached.
The rest of the construction is obvious
disposition ot; the·
parts and con- from the blueprint and the only point to
stress is tl:]:e necessity of keeping the wiring
nections which nearly spaced. Interaction may otherare given in de- ·wise result, which :will cause whistling or
tail in the iayoui. h 0 \yling \\·hen .the ·set is .\YOrked with the
diagram ·below normal operating voltage.
ln next week's issue, details
be
gi\•en of a first test of this three-valver and
hints and tips \\·ill be given for getting the
best out of it for Regional reception.

''"ill

On July 5 orie of the most thrilling plays
s8-6I Fetter Lane, London, m:-11 be used, but woulcllook a little untidy.
If the pbint-to-point system is used, then of the year "·ill be given in the National
E.C+
The placing of the parts is quite qbvious quite a number of the shorter wires will programme and repeated for Regional
from the print and \Yiring diagram. Both not need insulated cove1ing. The photo- listeners on July 6. It is called Flags an
the tuning and reaction condensers have graphs show the set wired on the square- the 111attei'hom.
the same value. _They are both .ooosmicrofarad components. The grid condenser and leak have values of .oooz-microfarad and· 2 megohms respectivcl y. The
anode coupling resistance is a 6o,ooo-ohms
job, while the coupling condenser has a
value of .oo6-microfarad. A 1-microfarad
condenser is used for decoupling in the
filter circuit in series "·ith the primary of
the transformer. A 3o,ooo-ohms resistance
is put in series with this winding. Flexible
resistances arc used at two· poipts in the
set. These are very convenient to wire
and take up so little space.
As a wooden panel is used, there is no
complicated drilling to be done. Ply·\\'ood is used both for panel and baseboard.
It is ad\·isable to mark out the drilling
centres, using the blueprint as a template.
Don·t forget when drilling the condenser
;:uld s1Yitcl). holes, that there must be three
small lioles. along the lo1Yer edge for the
fixing screws. In order to save time in
mounting the baseboard parts, prick the
screwholes through from the' full-size
print.
That is not quite the end of the story,
though, so far as the baseboard mounting
is concerned. You must be careful to get
the parts the right "·ay round. The coil
has the terminals numbered !, 2, and 3
tmYards the rear edge of the baseboard. l\Iake sure that the vah·e holders ·are the
right way round with the anode sockets in
the directions spown. If you get them the
"-rong way round, you will find the \\·iring;
unduly complicated.
The G. and G.B. tel'minals oLthe· low-,
5
frequei1cy transformer face the rear edge
of the baseboard,
BASEBOARD t2x6' E
·when you start. the _wiring you can, .if
The layout and w:cring diagram of the "New Regional Three.'' A full-size blueprint
you -pctefer,.4elay the mounting of the panel
.
is available, price 1!until some of tae ~aseboard wiling has been
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- TJJis week in th_e
''New Regional Three''
HY do all the ·circuit de·,
signers specify the Lissen
_ ..
Torex Transformer ? Because they know they cannet get
- any. other transformer . which
gives such even amplification
over· all audible frequencies at
. . anything like this price-because
. it makes a big cut in the cost of
· a receiver without sacrifice of
_quali~y-because it is a ·well·finished, well-designed con1ponent that is worthy of inclusion
in any set.

W

The Lissen Torex is a high-grade
-silicon steel core transformer ; its
moulded bakelite case hermetically seals and c;ompletely insu. lates the windings. Atmospheric
moisture cannot IJene•
trate, therefore it never
.breaks do,\'Il. PRICE

Also specified
in the" New Regional 3 ~' -·
Lissen Ba~elite .Dielectric
.Variable Condensers
· Lissen 2

,56

2f()·
·

LISSEN
'TORE
X'
:L.F. TRANSFORMER

~egohm Grid Leak}{~

_ Lissenlmegohm Grid:Leaklf
·
·
with wire ends · •

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
Mention oi"Amateur Wireless•• to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
\
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DCIK. OF TIHIE •· ••• ••
Nirli1IS RIECOIRDS
The records reviewed below are a careful selection of the best of
the recent issues. It will be noted that criticism is chiefly de~oted to
the treatment of the music and quality of recording rather than the
actual composition.
ORCHESTRAL RECORDS
The Cat and the Fiddle-Selection, 4s.
H.M.V. C2379
Here is an exceptionally clean performance by the Kcw Mayfair
Orchestra. The music, as such. is of no great qu;,clity, but is
suflicicntly of modern trend, to attract many people.
Simple Aveu and Sizilietta, 2s. Gel.
COL DB791
These two old favourites bv the excellent " Bohemians" are rendered with a judicious modern flavour. Everybody is bound to
like this record
Pan and the Wood Goblins and Black Eyes, IS. 6,1.
WIN 5472
The Commodore Orchestra and organ at their attractive best in
two good numbers. I like the first immensely.
Sunshine Susie-Selection, Is. 6d.
STERNO 911
A bright performance of several of the best numbers by Bert
l\Iaddison's Orchestra.
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, 2s. 6cl.
PANA 9003
A twelve-inch record by the l\Iilan Scala Orchestra. The performance is good in parts, and the tempo is not a little unorthodox
here and there. (Surface noise is pronounced.)
Aisha-Indian Intermezzo and A Night in Madrid, 2s. 6d.
PANA 9004
The first is. a jolly, likeable tunc, admirably played. The second
(by Glinka) is not so good. But t]le Melotone International Orchestra is always worth hearing.
Norwegian Dance (Op. 35, Grieg) and Marche Grotesque (Op. 32 No. I.
Sinding), IS. 6d.
WIN 5487
A very good performance by Colombo and his orchestra. The
recording is round and full.
Poem (Fibich) and Sanctuary of the Heart, IS. Gel.
WIN 5482
Another generous contribution by the Commodore Orchestra,
\\'ith the organ much in evidence. The real cinema, this.
Barn Dance and The Veleta, is. Gel.
WIN 5485
Scala Salon Orchestra bring back-admirably~thcse splendid
old dances.
March Rhapsody (German), 4s.
H.M.V. C2411
The L.S.O. strive bravely with this composition, which, I think,
does not do German justice. It is a difficult piece to follow and has
an annoying characteristic of promising something good, and then
-falling away.

BAND RECORDS
Coronation Bells and Bells Across the Meadow, Is. Gel.
WIN 5479
The Scots Guards Band are good in these unsophisticated pieces.
Carmen~Selection, rs. Gel.
WIN 5490
A fair performance, on the whole. I detected one or two passages
which betray lack of preparation.

DANCE

RECORDS.

In the Bushes at ·the Bottom of the Garden and There's a Ring Around
the Moon, 2s. Gel.
H.M.V. 86154
Two fox-trots by Ray 'Noble's Orchestra. The first is an amusing
vocal, the second a more orthodox, but uninteresting number.
By the Sycamore Tree and An Eveni11g in Caroline, zs. 6d.
.
H.M.V. B6160
Played here in the one-hundred-per-cent American style by Paul
\Vhiteman's Band. If you arc of this school, ycu'lllike this.
Dixieland, zs. 6d.
H.M.V. B6163
Here you arc, all the old ragtime favourites as modern dance
music. Ambrose and his Band go for it with great gusto.
Whispering and Dinah, IS. 6d.
WIN 5468
A very fair performance by Jock l\IacDermott's CovC'nt Garden
Band. Good xylophone playing in the fir$t, Vocals poor.
Songs That are Old Live For Ever and It Seems All a Dream, But It's
True, Is. 6d.
WIN 5473
Two good numbers by the above band.
Let's Drift Away on Dreamers' Bay and Good Night, Little Girl, IS. 6,1.
.
STERNO 907
Sparkling performances by Bcrtini's Band. Here the vocals are
good, as dance vocals go.

Delusions and The Lady of My Dreams, Is. 3d.
IMP. 2674
Clever playing with modern effects.
How Long Will It Last? and All of Me, 2s. 6d.
BRUNS 1278
. Two " out-of-the-rut " performances.
The Night Was Made For Love and Try to Forget, 2s. Gel.
BRUNS 1274
These are very attractively played by Abe Lyman and Orchestra.

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Suite Bergamasque (Debussy), Ss.
COL DX337-8
Here is a work of extraordinary delicacy. This pianoforte
performance by Waiter Giesieking is notable for the beauty of
touch and the life-like recording.
Concerto No. 1 in G Minor, Op. 26 (Bruch), I8s.
H.M.V. DB1611-3
A violin concerto (Menuhin and the London Symphony Orchestra).
The composition is interesting; there are 'movements of extraordinary beauty. The adagio movement on the second record
should be heard.
Naila Waltz (Delibes) and Polonaise Mignon, 4s.
H.M.V. C2397
A most attractive, artistic novelty. This organ and piano" duct,"
by Eclith and Kevin Buckley, is fascinating and brilliantly
executed. I imagine almost anybody will like this.
Songs Without Words, Op. 38 No. 6 and Op. 19 No. 1 (Mendclssohn),
2s. 6d.
H.M.V. B4162
Mark Hambourg shines brightly in these.

VOCAL RECORDS
The Hills of Home and Tired Hands, 4s.
H.M.V. C2375
Two very, very delightful songs by Essic Acklancl.
Gracie Fields Medley, 4s.
H.M.V. C2378
The title tells the story. They are all thcrc~Ramona, Because I
Love You, Clzarmainc. and so on. A positive feast for her admirers!
The Gondoliers-Vocal Selections, zs.
CRYSTALATE Zl22
Most of the solos are well sung. The record would have been vast!}
improved with greater choral strength.
Absent and Sympathy, Is. Gel.
WIN 5481
Auf Wiedersehn, My Dear and Snuggled on Your Shoulder, IS. 3d.
IMP 268l
Two attractive light numbers well sung by l\Iorton Downey.
Danny Boy and Mother Machree, Is. Gel.
FILMO 459
Sung by Peter O'Flyn in authentic Irish style.
With All My Love and Kisses and Tell Me with a Love Song, Is. 6d.
ZONO 6122
I suppose Sam Browne can sing this type of song bPtter than
anybody else. If you like the titles, hear this.
Plaisir d'Amour and Clair de la Lune, 6s.
H.M.V. DB1625
The best "song" record for a long time, and worth every penny
ofits price. Yvonne Printemps (with a harpsichord accompaniment)
gives two utterly charming old songs with a sweetness and clarity
too rarely heard. I ask everybody to hear this beautiful record.

MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS
Old Songs Never Die, zs.
CRYS Z123
This medley by Jack Payne's Band is just an ordinary affair,
Ham and Eggs and Yea! Mos' Emfrantically, rs. Gel.
STERNO 921
I don't like doing it, but I can only say this is a kind of" Alexander
and Mose " turn. If you like that sort of thing, you will probably
enjoy this.
Perry Werry Winkle and Old Man Bluebeard, IS. 3d.
IMP 2685
Two typical Sarony numbers, sung by-himself. There is nothing
outstanding in either, but they are amusing.
Gooseberry Pie and Two Little Girls in Blue, Is. 6d.
PANA 25199
The gastronomic ditty is quite amusingly sung by Braclley Kincaird
to a guitar. The second old thing is miscast; it was probably chosen
as an excuse for putting over the wo.rd "blue" a la Lill-billy.
The Waltz that has made You Mine and La Petite Madelon, Is. 6d.
WIN 5483
Accordeons again. Anyway, the Cosmopolitan Band pnt over
these good tunes splendidly.
" RECORDER."
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ELECTRICAL~~~~~\

·OVER% MILLION
HOME . CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
SETS are in use which employ
a single stage screen-grid
H.F. amplification.
•
All ·these sets would be
improved by fitting an
OSRAM S.22

OS RAM
2-volt Valves
with the
WEMBLEY

FILAMENT

REDUCED PRICES PRICE

S.ll

High slope Screen Grid

5.11

M~dium

·H.l
HL.l
LP.l
P.l
PT.l

slope Screen
•
•
HighamplificationDet.
and RC.
•
•
•
The non·microphonic
Detector
•
•
•
Gt-td

•. - •

L.F. and Small Ppwer'
Super Power _ •

•

Economy Power
Pentode

The OSRAM S. 22 has the highest overall amplification of any 2..volt
scree~-grid valve in th~ world .•.•
1.75 ma/volt, using the wonderful

WEMBLEY FILAMENT.

16f6
,
16 6
,
7 ==
7, ..~
8f9

1lfCl
17, 6

Sold by all
Wireless

Dealers

The OS RAM S.22, S.21, H.2, HL.2 can. be supplied
' either metallb:ed or cleJ.r.

EXTRA QUALITY WITHOUT. EXTRA . COST

Advt. of The General Electric CQ,,[Jd., Magnet House, Kin;: sway, London, W.C.z

Please Mention

~·A. W!'

When Corresponding with Advertisers
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IIfTI Of DIXTINCTIONI

~LOTUS SUITCASE

ORTABLE
Makers

Lotus Radio Ltd.
Price

12 Guineas

N ow

is the right time of year to study HLzro, thi:; being followed by a Mullard
, The range 'iS considerable, e\·en on the
the enticing adYertisements for port- PMrHL, and the power output valve is a frame aerial, and ..in fact I cannot recom::tble wireless sets-and if> you want music Mullard PM2A.
mend the use of an external aerial wire
These valves provide a high degree of unless the set is a good distance from the
wherever you go there· is much to be said
for the suitcase type of portable exempli- amplification for quite a reasonable expen- local. Provision is made for both aerial
fied by the- Lotus model illustrated on diture of anode current. I found the total and earth connections, but neither should
this page. One must admit the utility anode current was just under 10 milli- be needed under normal conditions of
::>£ the suitcase radio set; for general tidi- amperes, whiclr is quite fair in view of the reception.
ness and ease' of transport the portables power available.
The anode current is to some extent cut Selectivity Control
are so obviously necessary.
\Vhat do you get in a typical suitcase . down by limiting the maximum anode
Should it be necessary to use an external
portable, such as the Lotus model under voltage to ro8 volts, this being the voltage aerial, as when listening a long way from
review?
Firstly, a four-valve chassis, of the self contained high-tension battery. a local station, or in an unfavourable
comprising a screen-grid stage, a detector In addition there is a non-spillable accumu- locality, there is a thoughtful subsidiary
and two stages of low-frequency amplifica- lator and a 4 %-volt grid bias battery.
control mounted on the lid---ea series
tion. Next, a loud-speaker of the balancedcondenser that comes into circuit with
armature type. Thirdly, a frame aerial
the connection of the external aerial wire,
capable of tuning on medium and long
preserving selectivity up to norn1al needs.
waves, enabling you to dispense entirely
So far as the case is concerned, the
with the outside aerial and earth. Fourthly,
makers have done well to use a durable
and certainly not least among the items,
kind of leatherctte, which is not likely to
the complete power supply, comprising
suffer undulv in the \Year and tear to
high- and low-tension batteries and grid
which the po~·table type of set is subjected
in its travels. And I must not forget to
bias.
mention the provision of strong locks,
A Compact Receiver
\Yith keys to close the set against unauthor\Yhen you remember that all this is
ised listeners. The handle is also strongly
contained within a suitcase of dimensions
made, and is quite easy to grip during
that make for easy handling, tht> inherent
transport.
SET-TESTER
attraction o£ the portable wireless set is
Dr. J. Sutcliffe Smith is giving a talk on
obvious. Well, you can obtain all this-a
the history of choralism in the J\:orth on
complete wireless . receiving station-for
June z8.
the modest sum of 12 guineas, for that is
the all-in price of the Lotus.
The title of the new musical comedy by
In its general design the Lotus portable
Claude Hulbcrt and John Watt, which is to
follows convention. There is the usual
be broadcast on June 25 (National) is to
clivisioning of the main part of. the case
be That's a Good Idea, an expression \Yhich
into compartments for the set chassis,
occurs frequently in the play.
the valves, and the batteries. Then, in
Simplicity of control is a feature of the
the lid, which is of course hinged to the
Lotus suitcase portable
WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
case, are accommodated the loud-speaker
Please write concisely, giving essential par~
and frame aerials·.
The power output valve works well with
ticulars. A :Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
Controls are very simply laid out on the the loud-speaker incorporated, and the
n stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
tlle last page must accompany all letters. Tb~
top of the set. Centrally mounted arc overall tone is clear. Speech is easy to
following points &hould be noted.
two thumb-operated tuning discs, for the follow, and music, while lacking the real
Not more than two questions should be sent
"ith any one letter.
frame aerial and inter-valve tuning. These bass, is by no means lacking in overall
The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
tuning controls are marked in wavelengths, effectiveness. As with all sets of this type,
be undertaken.
Modiflcatious of a straightforward nature can 1n
and the inter-valve tuning gives the more the satisfactory quality is immediately
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselV:!3
ruined if the power valve is overloaded.
accurate indication.
the right to determine the extent of nn alteration
to cqme within the s~ope of a query. 1\Iodifi.cations
To the left of the tuning is the com- Consequently, when tuning in the local
to prOprietary receh·ers and designs published by
bined \\'avelength switch and battery stations I had to turn the lid away from
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.
Readers' sets and compDnents cannot be tc~ted
on-off switch. To the right is the reaction the direction of Brookmans Park so as to
at this office. Readers desiring specific informa·
control knob-and that is all. In the lid avoid over-loading.
tion upon any problem should not ask for it to b:!
pul>lished in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
I had no difficulty in separating the two
is a loud-speaker adjustment, but this
of general interest are published and these only at
can hardly be counted as a control. Below London stations, and the general selectivity
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.
is a subsidiary control for use with an of the two tuned circuits is about average.
Headers ordering blueprints- and requiring
I could not get Midland Regional cleat' of
external aerial.
ttchnical informa-tion in addition, should address
a separate letter to the Query Department and
The valve combination is interesting. London Regional, but many of the adjacent
conform ·with the rules.
The first valve is a screen-grid, actually a foreigners tuned in cl uring tests were clear
Cossor SGzzo, the detector is a Cossor of interference.

.
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M 0 DE L·S
FOR E·V·ERY
POPULAR

IMPRESSIVE

Performance.
at an

Impressive
Price!
The MoToR "Minor" is
not, in spite of its price, a
''cheap''
moving-coil
loud-speaker.
It has a
superior ma~net of finest
cobalt steel; a large rear
suspension
providing
unusual flexibility;
a
heavy cast ,aluminium
chassis;
non-metallic
spider; and every hl~h
grade feature of construction and dcsl~n for which
all MoToR SJ>eakers are
acknowled~ed.

Impres3ive in tone quality and
sensitivity, it ~Ives excellent
results on even a two- or thr~
valve battery-operated set usln~
ordinary output valves.
D.C. Resistance: 10 ohms.
Impedance of Speechcoil : 5 ohms.
Approx. Coil Gap : 1 mm.
Transformer Tappings :
25 : l, 20 : 1, 15 : 1"'

I -·
'~
·

BRITISH
MADE

Overall Depth, 4!".
·--O·v-e-ra_l_l_D_ia_l_"_'t-er_,_9_}_"·__.
Cone Diameter, 7·".

lncludiog Transfoimer
and

Baffle

Board

The CHESTER

The handsome figured rvalnut
cabinet ·version of the lvfoToR
Minor l'v:loving Coil measures
16 in. by 151 ill. by 8 ill., and
has no equal at anywhere
near its . common]
j_
sense pnce of
1

5

P.M.MOVINGCOIL

Write for free illustrated
descriptive pamphlet.

TEKADE RADIO & ELEC1RIC, LTD. 147 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.l
Telephone : Clerkenwell 2486.

"We're 1'1 uxi t >
and Solder,
The reliable
pair,

r~mous

for

Soldering.:..
Known · evory..
whore!_
See tba t we 're
with youwhen out on
that trip;
Avoid disappoint-

meDt-

have that
musical'dip"•.

See that Flux!te and Solder are always by you-in the hous!t ~arage, worksh'lp
-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is nee:led. -1hey cost s:. lltth.
but wil! make scores of everyday articles last years lon:ter! For Pots, PanJ,
Silver, and Brassware; RADIO; odd. iobJ in the I!J.rage-there's alwayJ
oomething useful for Fluxite and Solder t> do.
All Ha~dware and Ironmongery
ANOTHER U32 FOR FLUXITE
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, Sd.,
Hardening Tools and Case Hardenin~.
1/4 and 2/8.
Ask !or Leafbt on imprond method.
NEW "JUNIOR" SIZE, 4J. per tin
'

FLUXITE

SOLDERING SEI

Simple to us~ and lasts for years in const·mt us~.
Contains special "small-space .. solderin;: iron,
with non-heating metal handle: pocket blow ..

D.C. Models from
39/6. A.C. Models
fr:>m 52/6, or with
T'rickle Charger
from 77/6.
\Vestinghouse Rectifiers, gu:uanteed
12 months.
Ask
your dcller for a

• • • No matter whether your
receiver is bought or home con- , ·
structed, ·an " ATLAS " Unit will
make it mains operated in a few
minutes without alterations to set
or valves.
Power will be greater, tone truer,
battery trouble and expense
abolished for ever, and running
costs cut to a penny a week. All
the leading designers specifY
" ATLAS," the winners of the
Olympia Ballots in both 1930 and
1931. Post the coupon to-day for
your FREE :ijOOKLET and insist
on" ATLAS," the,expert's choice.

den10.:15tration.

l\iLiS"
MAINS

UNITS·

H. CLARKE & CO. (MJCR). LTD.,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.
Southern Offices: Bush House, W.C.2

lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc.; and full instructions

COMPLETE, 7/G,or LA.'W'
only. 2/6,
FLUXITE, LTD.
(Dept. 326)
llOTHERHITHE, S.E.16

POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
H. CLARKE & CO. (Mjcr.), Ltd., Old Trafford, Manchester

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Please send FREE copy of "Power from th3 :Mains."

NanJe

·············~······················•""""''"''""'·············••••••••••·•••••••••

Address .................................................................................

29/25/6 ......... ' ....................................................... ' ............ '' ... .

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of" A. W." with Your Order

~muuuu-w~-
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Kr WIREIEss])EN
Weekly hints-constructional and
theoretical
by W. ] ames.
TWO REACTION ARRANGEMENTS
HE reaction circuit of a set includes,
as a rule, a coil and condenser.
Sometimes the condenser has one of its
sets of plates joined to the anode of the
valve and sometimes it is the coil \Yhich is
connected as shown in the sketches. Now
although these two circuits look alike, and
both \YOrk, there are differences that
ought to be noted.
If you have a metal panel, for example,
the arrangement of sketch A, \Yith the
condenser joined to the anode of the valve,
cannot be used unless the condenser is
insulated from the panel, a metal panel
is usually earthed or has other parts
ftxecl and in contact with it.
If, therefore, the arrangement of sketch
A were used, the coil would probably be
short-circuitecl.
The arrangement of
sketch n would probably be perfectly
satisfactory.
In one case the condenser has one side
joined to earth and in the other the coil
is joined to earth. There are other differ-

T

non-inducth·e, but often pass as they are
better than condensers having a single
contact at the ends of the electrodes. A
really nci)l-incluctive condenser must cost
a little more to make than other types, and
so some manufacturers work to a specification that is barely satisfactory.
In some circuits a reallv non-inducti1·e
type is essential and shoul(l be used \Yhen
stability ,,·ith good magnification is desired.

JUNE; 25, 19_32 .

when the set is quite near the point of
inst<tbili ty.
Quality is then bound to be poor, and
it is sometimes difficult to locate the
trouble. If you find that reversing the
connections to the secondary, or primary,
of the intervalve transformer makes a
marked change, then there is something
wrong. The use of a pentode output valve
without adequate filtering may be the
root of the trouble. The remedy in this
case is clear.
Filter feed the loud-speaker to the plate
circuit of the valve and decouple the
auxiliary grid. \Vhen efficient valves are
used there may be a tendency to instability,
cured in some cases by connecting a grid
leak of ·5 megohms or less across -the
secondary of the coupling transformer.
A better plan is to de-couple the detector
circnit, using the usual resistance of
2o,ooo ohms and a 2- or 4-microfarad
condenser.
This
usuallv
completely
removes the instability.

GETTING IT RIGHT
OME sets having a gang tuning condenser do not tune properly over the
whole range. Thus the tuning may be
accurate enough at the top end of the
scale, but be poor over the bottom end.
To cure a fault like this is rather difficult.
The coils may be a little out, but this
would, strictly speaking, affect the tuning
over the whole range. Probably the
fault will be. found in the gang condenser
unit. Many types are accurate enough
over the top half of the range, that is, the
capacities are equal. But often the
capacities of the sections vary a little
over the lower half.
It is difficult for the makers to match i--·····~~·;·~-;~;;·~~-~~;;~;;;;---i
the lower part correctly, with the result I r:ereu Obsert•er"ret•iews the latest b~atJd i
1 folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If i
that in a sharp tuning circuit the results
~·ou want copies of any or £1/l of them FREE OF !
CllARG E,just senrl a postcard giving the inde.c !
are not up to standard. This "is a defect
ruur~beJ·s oj tile catalogtws required (shown at :
of numerous sets and if you tried the set
the etul of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio I
Literot:ure," "AMA~l'EUJl JYIRELESS." 58-61, i
with adjustable trimmers upon the panel
Fetter Lane. E.C.4. "Observer" will see that !
the improvement would be very noticeable. : J ou get Jrll tJJe literature you desire.
:
It is clear why the difficulty should be ;-····-···---·············-·····--····-·-------·J
experienced over the lower part of the Ediswan Batteries
tuning and the least twisting of the frame '
HAVE just had a copy of a handy
·will make matters worse. The fixing of
folder describing Ediswan batteries. It
a gang condenser is, therefore, a matter
gives sizes, capacities, prices and tapping
of importance.
ranges of batteries for H.T. and grid bias
and for many other little iobs, such as
TRY A ''WET '' CONDENSER
electric bells, cycle lamps· and electric
LECTROLYTIC condensers of the wet
type will be \Yiclely used in mains clocks. Copies of this folder can ·be had
sets this year. It is curious to note that from many dealers, but can also be had
this type of condenser was first intro- free through my catalogue service. 784
duced, apart from reasons of spaoe,
because it was cheaper per microfarad Choosing a Transformer
I have just had a copv of a most useful
than the paper type.
Now it is generally recognised that the book, issued by E. Andrew Bryce & Co.
electrolytic type gives less trouble that]- the This gives details of mains transformers,
paper type and has other advantages. and L.F. and smoothing chokes. It is
Some manufacturers could tell interesting really surprising to see the wide range of
stories of banks of paper condensers that standard transformers. The catalogue is
grouped according to types and so it is
have broken down in service.
In fact, in some cases most service quite easy to pick out a transformer for
trouble has been due to the smoothing any special job. I advise all set-builders
785
COildensers. Electrolytic condensers, when to write for a copy of this.
properly used, seem to stand up very well
and it is quite wrong to consider that a A Rapid Valve Guide
condenser of this type is used for: cheapness.
A new copy cif the Mullard Rapid Valve
It is used because it is better for the Guide has just come to l.jand and again I
purpose than a paper type.
advise you, if you have not already been
wise, to get a copy. In its Sr pages it
REAL ANTI-MOTORBOATING
gives a wealtlt of information of interest
UE to the use of by-pass condensers to valve users and describes practically the
and filter circuits, the trouble of whole Mullard range of valves for receiver
low-frequency howling is not experienced purposes. There are some useful circuits,
so much in these daYS. Yet there are times too.
OBSERVER.
786
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The two reaction arrangements, A and 8,
referred to
ences, but the point that I wish to bring
out is this : if you use a metal panel which
is earthed, the arrangement of sketch A
will not work, but B \dll.

WHY IT WAS UNSTABLE
HA YE lately had the opportunity of
examining quite a number of paper
condensers of the so-called non-inducti,·e
type.
As a matter of fact, a set that I was
testing was a bit unstable on the long
waves and everything pointed to the fact
that the by-pass circuits were not working
properly. So I took the r-microfaracl condensers out and after a time obtained better
results when some others were connected.
After opening several makes I wondered
what standards the makers work to. One
or two condensers \\"ere definitely noninductive, contact being made ''"ith the
whole of the ends of the foil. Other condensers had a few contact pieces let in so
that the connecting tags were joined to a
few points on the metal foil.
These last condensers are not definitely

I

E
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ES! --A LONGER
Exaggerated claims are often made
about the life of dry batteries1 but
it can be claimed quite definitely
for a Pertrix Dry Battery that it has
an undoubtedly long~r useful life.

Acht. of Britannia Batteries Ltcl., 233 Shaftesbury Avenue,
Lone/on, W.C.2.
Telephone: Temple Bar 7971 (5 lines)
Works: Reclclitch (Worcs.)

IJSBFIJL

LIFE

H.T. BATTERIES
LT. ACCUMULATORS •

From 5/6
From 4/6

You can virtually guarantee
your own efforts when
LOTUS Guaranteed Components are used. This fact
should be borne in mind by
all amateur constructors.
The "LOTUS" Dual Range
Aerial Coil is exclusively specified
for "The New Regional Three."
Other components specified are
LOTUS 4-pin Valve Holders,
LOTUS High FHquency Choke
and LOTUS Low Frequency
Transformer ••• but remember
all LOTUS Components are
guaranteed.

Address .. -------·--'"··----------------------------------------Adcrojt

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "A. W." to Advertr'sers

1050
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and tests~~
apparalUI

weekly revietV

of new components

c.o.o.-cASH-H.P•. Immediate DelivErY
· ·JUST RELEASED
·

MELODY
MAKER
complete
Send

QQSSOR

14 /6

ModeI 335 ,.

it h
Valves Speaker and CabinetH ~m~:~
cossor' Variable-Mu S.G.,ice.lll/17/6·
Det. and .Po wer. on~~~Yh PP:ym 2 nt8 of 14/6•
Balance tn 11 m
·

only

....;i;;~;..·;:···..~~;~··..·~~~~··!
6/• !i:

f"pi"i:o-r···~;~~;;;;E

: Valves and Cabinet. An amazing 60 station
i set described by Maxamp in Tit-Bits, May 7,
! 1932
Cash Price ll3/5/0.
! Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/•.
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._

-

only

Conducted by ]. H: REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E.
. '' GARD '' LIGHTNING ARRESTER
:& these days of hot and thundery
weather, lightning is often in evidence.
The ordinary ·wireless aerial is, of course,
an excellent lightning conductor provided
there is a quick and ready path between
aerial and earth. More often than not the
connection from aerial to earth is through
holes in window frames or brickwork via
a w·ireless set and back again, and lightning
has a rooted objection to going round
corners. It is therefore more likely to
take a short cut somewhere in the event

I

·

E

. . . . . . . . . .. _ .. . . . . . . . 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

is lo«ked in position with the grub screw
thus enabling the necessary circuits to be
conmicted togetliei in i neat ati~ compact
manner.
The grub screws are sunk in the moulding
so that there are ·no exposed metiil parts,
while two -.hole)> are provided at the ends
for fixing purposes. The overall dimensions
are only 2¥4 in. by %in. by Ji in.; so that
the device is quite small a_nd should find a
variety of rises.
LANCHESTER· SPEAKER

L

ANCHESTER loud-speakers are quite
well known to our readers. This week
we ·are reporting on their latest model,
known as the B.O.B.
PE~\!'t::.~~rL SPEAKER
In this instrument a large bar-type
~
nti multi-ratio
Send
With spectal Ferra Will operata
permanent magnet is employed with a
input transtoralme,r.
set
ug
to
a
2·Y Y
.
•
. bar of soft _iron as_ yoke. The . centring
1rom a
lilltr·
cas Prtca
pawer .amP
device employed is interesting and possibly
£1/15/··.
monthly payments
o~Y
unique. Four slots are formed in the
Balance 'n 5
6
of&/ •
sides· of the gap in which the coil moves
and each accommodates a small steel ball.
A safety measure-the Graham-Farish
i BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND Send l
These balls are of such size that the coil is
" Gard " lightning arrester
! CHASSIS, TYPE 100U.
.
5/5 !l
kept absolutely centrally. in the gap.
:
Cash Price £1/19/6.
! Balance In 7 monthly payments of 5/5. only !
The copper-plated pole pi~ce is not fixed
of the aerial being struck and damage may
EPOCH..Ai"'PERM'ANENT"'"'MAGNET··-;ov=···-;~;;d·~ result.
in any way to the magnet, but is held in
ING·COIL SPEAKER. Fitted with multi-ratio 5/9
Messrs. Graham Farish have just placed contact by the magnetic force. It is
input transformer.
Cash Price £3/3/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/9.
only
on
the market a simple little device known positioned by means of a non-magnetic
EPOCH .1.1. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING, Send
as the" Gard." Actually, this consists of two
4/2
COIL SPEAKER with 3 ratio !Pput.tra,ll$former
.
. Cash Price ll2/5/0
brass rods mounted in an insulated holder
Balance in 11 month!y paY1llents of 4/2.
only
and separated by a small air gap about
.1/32-inch long. Oi1e terminal of this
PERMANENT .
device is connected to ·the aerial and the
MAGNET MOVIMGr
U
COIL SPEAKER
other terminal is connected to a short lead
lete with 3-ratio input
Send
runn\ngstraight down to earth. The device
Comp
11v to connect to
is .fitted external to the house as already
transfor'!'e:r "~'Ill handle up .to
•
explained. There is a small hood just
~nt::•~ndistorted. cash Pr~ee
• .
under.the top terminal to prevent leakage
£1/15/·· ·n
mo~thly payments
only · ·
Balance ' 5
.
·que to moisture and we can imagine that in
of&/6·
all except heavy rainstorms this will be
R. & A. "100 " PERMAN.ENT MAGNET Send · satisfactory,
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. Complete. with multi~ 5/4.·
. The difficulty with lightning arresters
ratio input transformer.
Qash Price £2/17/6.
on·,,;
usual.ly 1·s that they affect the performai1Ce
Balance in 11 monthly payments '()f 5j4; :
,
An inexpensive Lanchester speaker
.JIIII•II•II•"u'""PII•II···~~~~··••••••••••••••••••..IIJI••A••·~·-········.............;.. of the set~ . We measured the capacity of
! ULTRA, IMP PERMANENT MAGNET' 'send. i h" d ·
d f
d h
.
i MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with. input tran~- .
i t IS ey1ce an . oun t at lt was only collar which fits into a slot formed in thE'
! former.
ca.sh Price £2/15/0.
• -: ·4 micro-microfarads. Thus, the leak~ge of
yoke.
·
5~-·~~··••••••••••••••••••••-•••••a.••••••••
Balance in 11 mol)thly _paym,nu of 5/-.
·· only·' i h" h f
..a• ..••.........................
..,
tg . . reque1,1cy curre11 t t o ear th 'vou ld b e
The moving coil employed is only 9/I6-in.
W.B, PERMANENT MAGN&T ,MOVING COIL Send ·~bsolutely negligible. We also immersed
SPEAKER. Type· P.M· 4• Complete \vith Traus- · ~:;g·
it in. w.ater for a period of one hour and then diameter and is of the low-resistance type.
former.
Cash ¥rice·I2/2/0. 01
Balance In 7 monthly payments or 5/9. ·
· ·only
measured the insulation resistance. We The 'Ilecessary input transformer can,
however, be obtained with the speaker if
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING· Sen~, _ found that this was still 7 megohms.
~~~~ ~:;.~~~r~~~.M.3. Co'C~~htePr~~\ii~~}~~ 4/10
The "Gard" sells at rs. 6d., ancl can be required. A 4-in. shallow diaphragm is
employed, this being suspended by a
Bl\lanc~ in'11 monthlr payment• of 4/10.
. only•
relied upon to do its work.
fabric surround from the small baffle which
PETO~SCOTT 110. LTD. 77, Pltv Road,' LONDON, £,C.1 !forms the front of the speaker. On the
WILBURN TERMINAL BLOCK
face of the diaphragm, which is finished in
g
....
........
==:
......................... ; ................... : .............
:·THE Wilburn five-way terminal block black, the figures of a clockface have been
.
i
is an interesting device which should printed in gilt.
5 ~~u~~~P~~~~t. J ................................ d........ i· prove useful to set constructors.
On .test, the results were e~cellent for
~ NAME ..................: .............................._..:..
The instrument consists of a block of such a miniature speaker. We found it
b_akelite carrying five metal inserts. :These quite sensitive and suitable for use with
i: ADDRESS ~~····.. .. ......................... ........ .....· ii have
a hole running throuzh the centre the smallest receivers, at the same time it
: ~.w. 25/6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. :
~
r.
-..·---..-----·-·-···..
and grub screws at each end. The end of the was quite capable of handling input up to
West t:nd Showrooms ;.til Hi~h Hottwm • W.C.l
wire is inserted in the hole at either end and Soo or I ,ooo milliwatts.

R. & A. CHAL!A~!~ER

6 /6

-

· · · · · · l l t : l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Epo"H 20C

S/6
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'~&:. (l,filf,i~

· a (lyiif:fit~: 'ln
design terhhiJJUe~~
These extracts are taken from a test report of
lhe new Regentone 3-v. All-Electric Receir:er
made by "Amateur Wireless, (7.5.32.)

•' A very definite advance in design technique.
My tests show that the output can be reduced
to a mere whisper without making the slightest
difference to the tone. That is a remarkable
achievement . . . a wide control of the output
is possible. I cannot praise too highly the
volume control of this set, which does indeed
mark a great advance on present-day design .
. . . Selectivity is good . . . clean-cut separation between adjacent foreign stations is really
important. . . . Here the Regentone doe:;
unusually well in getting such adjacent giants
as Langenberg, North Regional, and PragUe
quite free from interference. . . . There is no
long wave instability . . . in the early evening
this set yielded no less than 24 stations at good
loudspeaker strength . . . sensitivity is well
up to standard. Performance is even at all
points of the scale.' '
Get your local dealer to arrange a demonstra~
tion. There's no obligation. Or write for full
particulars and hire-purchase terms of this
and other Regentone products. Mains units
from 7s. 6d. down •

This is the Type 9200 condenser
intended primarily for use where
lowest radio frequency impedance is required. Ideal for by-pass
purposes in H. F. circuits.
Working voltage 250 D.C., tested
500 volts D.C. Capacities from
.01 mf. to 2mf. Prices from

2'Co:ndensers
-w hi eh never
let you dow-n

16

GUINEAS·
including B. V.A.
valves & •·oyalties.
For A.C. mains
49/6o cy c I e s ,
200/250 V 0 Its

are made only by

0

DUBILIER

SPECIAL 25
CYCLE MODEL
14,'- EXTR.'I..

E.s
DUBILIER

CONDENSER

CO:

(1925)

LTD.

Ducon Works. V1cloria Road. Norlh Aclon. W. 3

t''

..

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House; 21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4
Irish Free

Sta~

TelePhone : Ce1U l'a l 874:5 (:) lihf.s)
Di!trUmtors ·Eill!J &: Skid, Ltd. 1 41

Mention of "Amateu; Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Promat Attention

Fl~'

Slreet Dt1bli1l

~matwrWir~
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PERMANENT

READERS' IDEAS
AND QUESTIONS

MAGNET

MOVING- COIL

Automatic-bias By-pass Condensers

SPEAKER

IR,-I have a theoretical circuit showing
how to add automatic bias to a receiver.
S
In it are shown fixed condensers across each
biasing resistance.
These condensers are
marked I microfarad capacity each. \Vhilst
this information is certainly of benefit, I
should like to know, in view of the set being
a mains-operated one, what test-voltage or
working-voltage each condenser should
have?
H.. St. Q. (Hastings).

JUNE 25, l!i23
WATES STANDARD
gives ample current at
low cost. Backg~ound:
dead silent!
Lif'e:
PERMANENT-full
strength restored when
the set is shut down.
The even1:ual replacement merely a matter
of' changing cartridges.
Whether
you
want
POWER or ECONOMY,
be
well
advised
to
write
for
the
BOOKLET
FREE.

IDEAL

H.T.
THAT
SAVES
CASH

As the condensers in question will have only
the normal biasing voltage applied across them
there is really no need for them to have a very
high-working voltage such as is the case for
condensers used in the H.T. side of the receiver.
A working voltage of about 200 volts for these
bias condensers will be entirely satisfactory.En.

Faulty Mains Valves
IR,-The centre tap of the heater
winding of my mains transformer
becomes so hot in use that the insulation
around the wire burns. Furthermore, I can
only receive the two local stations at very
weak strength. The transformer has been
returned to the makers who report that it is
quite in order. The trouble still persists
so I should be glad to hear what you
consider is the cause of my trouble.
J. F. (Ealing).

S
Please state
wlu?ther pentode
or standard
transformer required. Supplied
fitted to baffle as
Illustrated. Easy
payment terms:
10/- down and 6
monthly payments
of 8/-·

HERE IS A SPEAKER THAT
HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALLED
This is not an empty boast, on all
sides the popularity of this Speaker
is amazing. For the very finest
quality reproduction the P.P.M.
Permanent Magnet Moving-coil
Speaker is in a class of its own.
Tonal quality and sensitivity, the
keystones of perfect wireless reception, are beyond comparison.
Make certain of satisfaction by
insisting upon Celestion.

• • •
P.P.M. Speaker incorporates

The
an impregnated diaphragm, and a
scientifically designed twin suspension permitting large power to be
handled without distress. The new
~atented cobalt content steel magnet produces a very high flux density resulting in great sensitivity.
Housed in a strong meta.l chassis.

cetest~on.Ltd,,

London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames

London Showrooms : 106, Victoria St., S. W.1

If the transformer has really been tested by
the makers and pronounced in order, it seems
fairly obvious that the heater electrode in one
of your mains valves is touching the cathode
of the valve. This is a rare fault, so we suggest
you test each valve with a battery and meter
for continuity between the ea thocle pin and
one or other of the heater pins. Continuity
should not be apparent if the valve is in order.
Any faulty valve should be returned to the
makers ""ith your report enclosed with it.-ED.

Best Indoor Aerial
IR,-Not wishing to erect an outdoor
aerial, I would welcome your ad vice
with regard to the best form of indoor aerial
I could arrange. I have plenty of space
under the rafters of my house and can
arrange for almost a direct down-lead from
the trapcloor in the upstairs ceiling down
to the room in which the set will be used.
What I wish to know is, will there be any
advantage in using several \vires stretched
between the rafters or will it be an advantage to zig-zag the \Yire backwards and
fonvarcls, several times, across the space
I have available?
S. J. 1\I. (Wickham).

S

No advantage will be gained by using a
multiplicity of wires, or a zig-zag wire arrangement, in the loft as an aeriaL The vertical
clown-lead of an aerial usually accepts most of
the energy from a station and, if you· can
arrange for a wire to be erected at the highest
point under the rafters and then take it
straight clown to the receiver, we feel sure this
arrangement will give you satisfactory rcsulls.
If vou want the very best results from such an
arrangement, you should experiment with a
few different sizes of loading coil in series with
the clown-lead so as to make the aerial more or
less aperiodic for the wavelength of the station
to be received. A number of wires in an aerial
only increases its capacity unduly, and this
generally results in unselective tuning.-ED.

28/3
D6 f'or 3·4 valves 34/9
108 v., 6,000 m.a.

A5 f'or 1·2 valves
108 v., 3,000 m.a.

Any voltage
Any capacity

Other capacities up to
24,000 m.a. Any voltage.
Tray containers
extra if' required.

BRITISH MADE
STANDARD BATTERY CO., Department A.W.,
184·8 Shaltesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.

EASY

PAYMENTS

"There's No Place Like HOLMES"
The first firm to supply Wireless p~rls on easy payments.
Se\'en years advertiser in "Amateur Wireless." Thousandt
Monthly
d satisfied customers.
Deposit Payments

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
COSSOR KIT • •
••
£6/8,'6
OSRAM KIT ..
• • £10/15/·
METEOR 3 KIT - - £3/15/•
EXIDE H.T. Accum .. 120v.£3
BLUE SPOT 66R AND
CHASSIS
..
£21216
BLUE SPOT IOOU
3916
AMPLION M.C.6
•.
67/6
CELESTION M. C. Sp,.ker 47 /S
EKCO Hminnoor A.C.IB
67/·

5/5
7 of 5/5
10/• 11 ofll:ll
1916 11 oll918
6/10 11 ol 6/U
6/• 9 of 6/8
516
5/8
7/5
5/3
7/5

9 of
7 of
9 of
9 of
9 of

416
5/4
715
5{3
715

Parts for •• Triple Three.'' .. Cosmic:' Telsen Kits. etc.
New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and 1he pnymen ts
'hat will ~uit your convenience, and we wiH send yt.u a
definite quotation. Anything W'ireless.

H. W. HOLMES,
29 Foley Street, Gt. Portland St., London, W.1.
Phone: .llusewn 1 H-l.

SUMMER SALE!!!
ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS
1 000
'

Wonderful Radio and
Electrical Bargains at
rock bottom p r i c e s •
SEND FOR KEW LIST

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4

Let "AMATEUR WIRELESS"
solve your wireless problems
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HOLMES
r;tt~it.OCK

"upkeep has been
3~. per week''

S of

RADIO

Distortion, weakness, or even a
completejadc-out-whatevcr the
trouble, this marvellous instrument shows the cause in a few
minutes. It is invaluable to
every radio owner ~novice
or expert. Saves its first
cost over and over again.
No other instrument in
the world like it.

WHAT a saving! The purchase price can be
redeemed in one year and the Milnes H.T. Unit
is built to last twenty years. A smooth constant
H.T. current is supplied at 4o milliamperes from
your L.T. accumulator. The Unit is the nickel-iron
type, and is practically indestructible. The steel
plates will not buckle or sulphate, and cannot be
daniagc<l by overcharging or hver discharge.
Install the :\Iilnes Unit and get the best reception;
dead silent background iwd no hum.

Sltmdard M odd for

Buttery Sets only,

12!6
De Luxe

..

11 i,;;h

ResistaHce 1\t! otlt'l

'

for Electric
Receivers and
111ains UniJs,

§"''~~·~~~·~·~·~"'§SUPPLIES
~
u.K.
~FROM L.T.
§ 90volt £218s.~

~12ovolt£316s.~

;150volt £414s.~

.Ask to see
tlw

MILNES RADIO CO.,

AIRE BANK WORKS,
COTTINGLEY BRIDGE,
BINGLEY, YORKS.

'""""'"'""""'""~

*'A u·- in-

H. T. CURRENT
ACCUMULATOR

One', Radiometer at your
radioor~lectrical
tlealers. If any
difficulty, write
direct to:
Pljco Ltd.,
High Street,
lvlarJchester.

CllS4

Many people
have already
scrapped their
eliminators in
its favour.

Write 'for
Particulars
S. &B.

Please Mention "A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

to-day.

~;.
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BROADCASTING STATIONS
Broadcasting Statwns classified by country and in order of wavelengths. ~or the purpose qf better comparison,
the power 1ndicated is that of the earner wave.
Kilo·
Station and
Power
Kilo·
Station anj ·Power
Kilo·
Station and
rowor
Metres cycles
Call Sign
{Kw.) ~!etres cycle;
Call Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycles
Call Sign.
(Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN
308.5 972 Radio Vitus ...... 1.0
NORTH AFRICA
25.53 II,75I Chelm>ford
also on 43.75 m. (6,865 Kcs.)
363.3 825.3 Algiers (P'I'TJ -... 16.Q
{G5S\V) 16.0
315
950 Marseilles ......... 1.6
416
7u l(aaio Maroc
211.3 r,420 Newcastle......... 1.2
329.7 9IO Poste Parisien ... 85.0
(Rabat) 0.0
214.3 I,4oo Aberdeen ......... 1.0
_ 345.2 li69 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
and 32.26 m. (9,300 Kcs.)
242.3 r,238 Belfast ............ 1.0
370
8ro Radio LL (Paris) 1.0
NORWAY
261.6I,I47 London Nat ....... CO.O
also on 33m. (9090 Kcs.)
235.5 I,274 1\.ristiartssand ... 0.5
288.5I,040 Swansea -•.. ;..... 0.12·
384.4 779 l{adio Touiouse
8.0
~39.8 r,25r
Stavauger ........ . 0.5
288.5 i,o4o Plymouth ... ,..... 0.12
447·1 67r Paris (PTT) ...... 0.7
:.H15.-t 820.9 Bergen ........... . 1.0
~8,8.5 I ,040 Bournemouth ...
1.0
364.1 Sr 5 Frederiksstad ... 0.8
4Bfi.8 644 Lyons {PTT) ... 1.5
288,5I,940 'ScottishNational50,0
568.1 528 Grenoble ( PTT)
2.0
495.8 604.9 Trondh•>im ..... . 1.2
288.5 I,040 Newcastle (temp.) 1.0
1,083
277 Oslo ............. .. GO.O
1,~~~.7
207.5 ~iH~l Tow_er ...... !~·5
301.5 995 North N a tioual 50.0
l,t2a
174 h.ad10 Pans ...... w.O
POLAND
309.9 968 Cardi!I ............ 1.0
GRAND DUCHY ofLUXEMBURG
214.2 r,4oo Warsaw (2) ...... 1.9
355.9 843 London Hegional 50.0
1,250
240 Luxemburg {temp.) L.O
235 I ,~83 Lodz ...... ......... 2.2
376.4 797 Scottish Regional 50.0
GERMANY
312.8 959 Cracow ............ 1.5
398.9 7 sz Midland H.egioual 25.0
19.73.7 rs,zoo Zeesen (DjA) ... 8.0
335
896 Poznan ............ 1.9
480
625 North Regioual GO.O
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (DJA) ... 8.0
380.7 78s Lvov ............... 16.0
1,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat.) 30.0
217.1 r ,382 Konigsberg ...... 0.9
40.~
734 Katowice ......... 12.0
218.5 I,373 Flensburg ......... 0.6
AUSTRIA
565
53I Wilno ............ 16.0
219.9 I,36.,< Cassel ............ 0.25 1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw ............ l20.0
218 I,373 Salzburg ... -...... 0.5
232.2 I ,292 Kiel ............ ... 0.25
245.9 r,220 Linz ............... O.i>
PORTUGAL
238.9 r,zs6 NUrnberg ......... 2.0
285.2 r,osz Innsbruclc........ 0.5
241.6 r,24I,8 Oporto ............ 0.25
253.1 I,r8s Gleiwitz ......... 5.0
352.1 Bsz Graz ............... 7.0
~tii.:!I,06J
Lisbon (C'flAA) 2.0 ,
259.3 r,i57 Leipzig ............ 2.0
453.2 666 Klagenfurt ...... 0.5
also on 31.25 m.
269.8 r,rrz Bremen ............ 0.2
617
sSr Vienna ............ 15.0
ROMANIA
276.5 I,oss Heilsberg ......... CO,O
also testing on 1,253.3 m. from 7.0p.m.
39!
76r Bucharest ......... 12.0
283.6 I ,a 58 Magdeburg . .. ... 0.5
{Mon., Wed., Sat.).
RUSSIA
283.6 I,os8 Berlin {E) ......... 0.5
BELGIUM
348.8
86o Leningrad RV70 20.0
2~,6 r,os8 Stet tin ............ 0.5
207.3 r,447 Franchimont ... 0.2
358
838
Moscow (Exp.) ... 15.0
3~,&.. 94I Dresden ......... 0.25
209 I,435 Antwerp ........ . 0.4
385
779 Stalino (RV26) ... 15.0
32~· ·
923 Breslau ............ 60.0
210.1 r,428 Liege (Seraing) .. . 0.15
389.G
770
Archangel ...... 10.0
360.6 832 JI!Uhlacker ...... CO.O
215.3 r,393 Chatelineau ..... . 0.2
473.2 634 Sebastopol ...... 10.0
.. 372.2 8o6 Hamburg ......... 1.5
215.5 I ,39:1 Bruxelles
502.4
597
Nijni
Novgorod 10.0
389.6 770 Franl<furt ......... 1.5
Conference 0.2
644
46,5.8 Kazan (H.V17) ... 10.6
389.6 ·770 Leipzig (testing)120.0
215-5 r,39J Liege............... 0.1
720
4I6,6
Moscow
(PIT) ... 20.0
419.9 716 Berlin ............ 1.5
220 I ,364 Binche ...... ..... . 0.3
824.2 364 .Sverdlovsk RV5 50.0
453.2 66z Danzig ... ......... 0.5
230,3 r ,ao4 Radio Wallonia 0.3
849
353
H.ostov
(Don)
... 4.0
472.4 635 Langenberg ...... CO.O
241.5 r,44r.8 Liege (Exp.)...... 0.1
037.5 3zo Kharl<Ov {!{ V20) 25.0
532.9 563 Munich ............ 1.5
245.9 r ,no Radio Schaerboek 0.3
1,000
300 Leningrad ......... 100.0
536
l{aiserslautcrn
...
1.5
559.7
269,3 I,II4 Liege(Cointe) ... OA
559.7 536 Augsburg •. . .... .. 0.3 1,032.6 290.5 Kiev ............... 25.0
283 r,o6o Brussels (SBR)
0.5
1,071.2 z8o Tiflis ............... 35.0
566
530 Hanovor .: ..... :. 0.3
337.8 888 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
272 Moscow Popof! ... 75.0
569;3 527 Freiburg ......... 0.25 1,103
50V.7 5584Brussels (No. 1) 15.0
1,634.9 I8J.S Norddeich ...... 10.0 1,171.5 256 Taschkent ...... 25.0
BULGARIA
1,250
240 Bakou ............ 35.0
1,634.9
I8J.5 Zeesen ............ 75.0
318.8 94r Sofia (Rodno Radio) 1.0 2,525
1,271.5 236 Minsk (RVlO) ... 35.0
II9.3 KOnigswuster1,304
230 Moscow (Trades
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
2,900
IOJ.S hausen (press) 15.0
Unions) 165.0
58 5,17 2 Prague ...... ...... 0.5
4~000
75H~rtAND
also on 50 m. (6,oiw Kcs.)
249.6I,zOI.8 Prague (2) ...... 5.0
217.5 Novosi!Jirsk ...... 100.0
1,380
263.8 I,IJ7 Moravska·
·
206.1 I,OIJ Hilversum• ...... 8.5
1,482
:io3 ~foscow ........, ... 100.0
Ostrava 11.0 1,071.4 z8o Scheyeningenalso on"46.6 m. (6438 Kcs,)
279.3 r,o7-.< Bratislava ......... 14.0
Hann 10.0
187 .5Irkutsk ............ 15.0
1,600
293 I ,02 z Kosicc ...•.. ... . .• 2.5
1,875
r6o Hui~en ............ 8.5
341.7 878 Brunu (llrno) ... 35.0
*~0 l{w. StatiOn testing
SPAIN
4~8.6 614
Prague ............ 120.0
HUNGARY
252.3 r,I89 Barcelona (EA]15) 3.0
DENMARK
210 I,428 Budapes.t (2) ...... 3.0
266.9 I,124.5Valencia ......... 8.0
281.2 I ,o67 Copenhagen ...... 0.75
348.9 86o llarcelona(EAjl) 8.0
550
54$ ~~~t'A~sb (1) ...... 18.5
1,153
260 Kalundbor,; ...... 7.5
380.7 790 Seville {EAJ5) ... 1.5
also-ou 31.51 m. (9,520 Kcs.)
1,200
250 Reykjavik ......... 16.0
411.2 730 Madrid (EAJ7)... 2.0
ESTONIA
IRISH FREE STATE
428 · 701 Madrid (Espaila) 2.0
298.2r.oo6 Tallinn ............ 11.0
224.4 I,337 Cork (6CK) ...... 1.2
450.6 557' San Sebastian
465.8 6.;.; Tartu............... 0.5
413
725 Dublin (2RN) ... 1 ''
{EAJS) M
FINLAND
shortly tesi!;i~v (120 Kiv.)
SWEDEN
289.5 I,OJ6 Viipuri ............ 13.0
231
I,JOI
1\!almo
............
1.25
25.4 rr,Bro Rome (2RO) ...... 15.0
368.1 8I5 Helsinki ......... 12.0
257 I,z66 Hiirby ............ 10.0
247.7 r,2rr Trieste ............ 10.0
555.5 542 T ampere .. .. .. ... 1.0
977
Falun
............
0.5
307
2i4 r,o95·5Turin (Torino) ... 7.0
321.9 932 GOteborg ......... 10.0
1,796
167, l!i:!~cE'""'""' 54,0
280 r,071 Bari (testing) ... 20.0
435.4 689 Stockholm ...... 55.0
312.2 961 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
220 I,363.7 Beziers ............ 0.5
541.5 554 Sundsvall ......... 10.0
318.8 94I Naples (Napoli) 1.5
· 232 I,295 Fecamp ......... 10.0
770
Osters~ud......... 0.6
·'332.2 903 Milan ............ 7.0 1,2:!9.5 389
23S·2 I,267 Bordeaux· ·
244 Boclen ............ 0.6
368.1 Brs Bolz~no ......... 1.0
·
- Sud-Oucst 2.0
1,348.3
222.2 Motala ............ 30.0
441
680 Home {Roma) ... 50.0
2~9.6 I,2DI·8 juan·les-Pins ... 0:5
also on 49.46 m. (6,065)
500.8 599 Florence (Firenze) 20.0
254.7 r,r77.2Toulousc (PTT) 1.0
SWITZERLAND
:265.4 I,IJD Lille (PTT) ; .. ,., 1.3
_525.4 57I.Ii~~~'¥A.
3.0
Basle............... 0.6ii
271.4 r,ros Rennes ............ 1.2
198.5 I,sro Riga (tests) ...... 16.0
Berne ............ 0.5
286 · r ,049.I Montpellier ...... 0.8
SOttens ............ 25.0
525
572 JUga ............... 15.0
287 3 r,044 Radio Lyor.s ...... H).O
LITHUANIA
Beromuenster ... GO.O
293.7 I,ozi.jLimogesWl'T) ... 0.5
155 Kaunas .......... ..
Geneva . ..... ... ... 1.25
304.9 984 Bordeaux ,(P'l'T) 13.0 -

CASH.:._C.O.D.-H.P. Immediate Delivery

NEW

REGIONAL 3

Described this week
Authcr Kit with ready-drilled panel

Kit "A"

eo':. v·•~"

CASH o<

""

1''41/• I

or 8 monthly payments of 5j8.
f'"K~iy---;-.·a~;-;-"-

..iiith0-;1 rKiT--,,-c-;;;--.. -AiitiiOf"'l
i Kit, complete with I
I Yalves and Cabinet.
i

1 Kit, with Valves, but I
! less Cabinet,
f

l-~~~~~i~~~I~~:.~-~~_j l~t~~~~,~-~;_::~J
Specified Valves £1 2 9, Cabinet 12(6

~

VALVE

RADIO- GRAMOPHONE

Described In "A.W." 21st May, 1932.
Author Kit, with Ready drilled Panel, less
.
Valves, Cabinet, Motor, Pick-up and
Speaker aud Batteries. ·

KIT ''A"

,
2 16 6__

j£

CASH or C.O.D. _

or 12 monthly payments of 5f2.
-:-::-::-:=-:::-::==-,,
Selected C.O.D. Lines-You pay
KIT BITS thepostman-wepaypostchtlrges

r-

1
.

_ on orders value over 10{-.

1 Peto S cott Tablegram

-

1 13 0

cahine~
,•
•,
••
1 R. & A. loudspeaker, B-in. diaphragm {Type 50)

18 6

1 Cabaret triple-spring motor

1 15 0

••
••
••
••
3Valve,asspecUMd:l,PMlHL;l,PM2DY;1.PM1 ..f

1 2

9

SELECTIVE FAMILY 3
PILOT

ENVELOPE

An amazing 60 Station Set described by
uMaxampH in H Tit-Bits," May 7th, 1933.

·•

YOU
TOO

CAN
BUILD

THIS

SET
IN

.........

ONE
EVEN-

ING

Full-size Blae Print. . -5

photo--

grams List of parh with new.. _
ly inVente~ Simpli4e1 · System of
Home Construction an:l easy to

folloW operating notes~ Get your
copy of the" PILOT RADIO EMV£L..
OPB TO..DAY and ,'build this woQ...
dertully . simple family R~~iyer. .

•

I'

~:
~

• ....................................'ii

!

i

Oblttfnabls- 'from
Booksl!llls
a n4
shop_s of JJ!em·s.
JV. H. fmJtll 4:

-

•

Son,

.

-'.ewssgent•

gncl Radto Dealer1.

,

~

,

,.; ........
-...............-:·•·····~·······. ·····-·······.o·······lllllllllllllll·······'!i
PETO~SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, City Road, LONDON.-E.C.t ;
i ;1,'1~, se11d ,;.., ·a.o:Q,{CASH{H.P.......·.............. .'..... 5
SKI~

I

·,.J. ..... ,: ...... :......................... ~ .......... S

Par!s aa !ndl...'ted·... :.: ..... ,._.. : ..........................

~.

..... .

for which, I ··e_ncloae £ ••••••••••• : ••••s •••••.• ~·····•····d
: -CASB/B.l'. DePQ3io.
:
ii ·NAME •• , ••••• ~~ ••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••! ...... :.···• ... :

. ~"ADDRESS.:·.':,·.::;..~,.......,. .... :.;~ .............. :.;,:.; ....

~

~

i

!
i

OUR
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
!
E
Constructors of re- •
ceivers described in
this journal should E.
m~ke · full ·use of
·our Blueprint ~er-:_
vice and avoid all
risk of failure.

r
i

'~..-.~~~;.;.;.~~!;,~··~~;~~~~;~•.~;~~~;,~.;;li~~;.·•• ;;;~ ••!·.!;..~~!~~;....,
West End Showtc'!IJ1W;,,-..,.p;..fjigh. fi9lborn,· W.G._1-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;!. . . . . . ..

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING·COIL SPEAKER is sold direct to
public only, on 14 Days FREE TRIAL
against cash with order or C.O.D
Leaflet No. 124 POST FREE .
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l'IIIIEWELL VOLUME OOllmOL

Incn:aEeS lower •I reception.

Lossei

much leM .ha.n ,-iL"t ·lrdin.t.ry
Logarithmically -;-;::;,nd 'vith
.;ilk cowred w're, Paper laid between
windings.
Type V • .10,000 :~hms., 5/6
Type P. ·'ariable Resistanc'- or
tiometer.
Eqnal re;:oista.nce
M a.>:, Di::~:~ipation 3 wa.tti!,

The staiKiard of quality achieved
the new TUNEWELL Components has
hitherto been approached only by the
highest priced products, but by careful
design and lowering our profits, TUNEWELL have removed the old pricebar to Quality Radio.
Send the coupon now for the TUNEWELL "Guide to Super-Radio "-an
interesting folder you will keep for
reference. It includes 8 Blue Prints
(Band Pass All Mains 3, Kit Eliminator,
etc.) and details of the new range of
TUNEWELL Components.

Al1 values from
10,000
Ll
100,000 ohm->.

3!6 each.
R'\kelite Holder (!or n'rtical

or

horizontal

Ill(UDtiog) 1}8j

3916

8 FREE Blue Prints
~ To i~;~ell R~;-L--;~~:-;-;""stath{~-;~~-~~d~-n, N. 11. ~-- ~

II :::~··············································
~~~~~: :~ ~~ : ~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. I
I

TUNEWELL ALL-PURPOSE
B.F. CHOKE
"\\..ound
on
hollow-oored
Capacity redq,ced
to absolute minimum. Resnlts
unequalled by any other.
Range 2t)-2,000 metres.
316.
moulding.

From your Dealer or direct from

'

1

j

My nea.rest dea.leri:i . . .

...............

i

L:~=~~:.:.:..:..:.::.:_:.:.:..:.::.:.:.:..:.:..:.:.:.:.:..:.:.::.~~:-~:::~~-.i

M. C. Dept., Goodmans, 69 St. John St., London, E. C. I
Ask for fn;a detcriptit:e literature.

.Agentl/or Irish F1·ee Slate :L. R. Woods, U .llercha11t St., Cork.

Agents for .VrntMrn llela11d; Bt:lfast Radio, Ltd., Queen St., Belfast•

To the GARRARD ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
NEWCASTLE STREET, SWINDON, WILTS.

Please scull me descriptive literature to
Name . ........•.•••••......•••• ~ ............... •
Address .....••...•.•••••••••• ; .••••••••••••

I

TERMINALS I

.Advert of BeHillg &; Lee, Ltd., Queens way, Poll<krs Elld ,_lfiddlesex.

You will Help Yourself and Help Ua By Mentioning "A.W." to At;lvertiaer•

~~w~
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. lt is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
lhe amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
~ostage, etc., must be remitted at the same til)le. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lees are charged. ··
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Fostal Order -or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot· be
accepted,) addressed to
.
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
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BUY BRITISH~ -The " Tonic" Self-generating Tricklecharger Kit keeps 2-volt L.T. accumulators fully charged
at home. Electric mains unnecessar)·. Inimitable for
remote places. Obtainable only from maker, 7/- each;
postage, Od.-Williams, Netherend, C~adley, Birmingham.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List with 3v. diagram free.
3v. kit with cabinet, 32/6. Graham Farish 3v. kit with
Marconi valves, 42;-. ST .300 kit, 45/-. Century Super
kit, 76/-. Any kit supplied. Modern components taken in
part exchange. :1\fillgate units, 3/·. D.C. moving coils,
20/-. nutlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton.
SALES BARGAINS.-Simple Super Kits £6 5 0. S.T 300
Aut.hor Kits, £2 15 0. Meteor III Kits, £2 14 0. Co•mic
Ill, £2 4 0. Challenger lll.C. P.llf. Speaker, £1 6 0. W .B.
P:M.4, Speakers with Transformer, £1 15 0. Send ns
rour requirements, quotations per return. Servwell
\Vire1ess Bupplies, 74 Gou[.!h Street, I~ondon, E.l4.

A special choir of five hundred men and
boys will provide the music at the Solemn
Pontifical High Mass from Phoenix Park,
Dublin, to be relayed on June 26 in the
National Programme.

MAINS TRANSFORMER REPAIRS. Guaranteed work at
keenest prices.
Write for quotation to 'l'he Sturdy
Electric Co., Derwent View, Dipton, Newcastlc-on-Tyne.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear·
ing tbe date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, Bs. 9d.; 12 months, 17-s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord- ·
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver·
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," . 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER.-Those already engaged in
the radio industry and those who would like to obtain
employment in this interesting profession should write for
a copy of our booklet, sent post free without obligation.Northcrn Counties Wireless School, 55·57 Guildhall Street,
Preston.
'
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This is a hook you
must not miss. It contains brilliant articles by Prof. A. M.
LOW, our Employment SiJpdt., etc., shows how to pass
A.~U.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., I.E.E., M.l.M.T.,
Matric, G.P.O., and all other Exams, and outli':'es ~ver
100 Home-Study Coursea in all branches of Engmeermg.
Send for your copy tO-day. FREE and without obligation.
We alone guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE." BRITISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING. TECHNOLOGY,· 109
Shakespeare Honse, 29 Oxford Street, London, .w .1.
GILBERT INDUSTRIES GUARANTEED BARGAINS.Three-gang .0005 Tuning Condensers· by Polar', split end
vane trimmers, with or without slow-motion drive. List
Jlricc, 35/-; our price, 10/6, post free. llfains 'fransformers.
Exceptionally heavy job, with core of 32 stalloy, clamped
Fan:.ou11liaKers Olfbr 1
Radio-Gram
in rigid girder frame; tagged and marked 210, 230, 25~
. ' .
..,
CABINET for
volts tapped input, 50-60 cycle; 4 volts 4 amps. centre7
DAYS'
FREE TRIAL
tapped filament winding, 4 volts 2 amp. rectifier; 325-0·325
(OR 10/· MONTHLY.)
secondary, at 85 ma. Worth 50/-; offered at 15/-, post free.
Poli<=hed
Oak
I
and
l'iano built I The
Polymet Electrolitic Condensers, 8 mfd., 435 workmg voltacoustic Tone brings a. fine thrill. Makers
age. List, 12/6; our price, 4/-, post free. Stalloy and
to (Radio-Press. B.B.O., 3,000 clientele)
Lohys' stampings and bobbins cheap. Small 20-h.
Other Models 35/· to £15.
Constant Inductance Eliminator Chokes. List price, 7/6;
Photographs and List FREE.
our price, 3/6, post free. ·Output Chokes tapped for
PICKETTS Pt._'j,i.~~~·
pentode, or suitable for smoothing. List, 17/6; otfered at
(A.M.) Alblon Road. Bexleyheath,
6/-, post free. Satisfaction or money refunded.-Gilbert
Industries, 519 London lload, Wcstcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
WEEDON POWER LINK RADIO CO.-New ·service tc
their many clients. Transformers, Loud Speakers, Pick·
ups any make or item repaired as new 3/6. A-rticles
returned tc you C.O.D. Post. Eliminator repairs quoted
WE a:dPP~~ct!!~ri~00 ~n q~!i!~ea~8t~~~ec;~erg&.rr~r:X~:~:::
for. Supervised by specialists. Note new address.-185, ~ stocks and can give PROMPT DELIVERY.
Earlham Grove, Fore;Jt Gate, London, E.7.
12 ElUDE W .H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMULATORS (l2J volt' !!!j
••
£:1 15 0 ~
REPAIR8-Undy Loud-speakers and all classes.and types cst li,OOOm/a). Largecapacitytype. Ca:ohPrica
of radio and clectrl~al equipment. Conversions D.C. to !i Or 5/· with order an1i 10 monthly payments of 7/11.
Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland.
A.C. and vice versa. Long:·wave coils fitted to American
This Is tlle best and cbe..'\pest form of HigP, Ten.'lion supply
receivers, ete. All repairs guaranteed. Best-.qnality
\\here the electric light m a. ins at·e not availa.ble.components only used. Write for quotation to Express
Send list of reg1drements, and quotations tvlll ba sc1U by relur11.
Jladio Service Co., Dept. A,' 6 Great Chapel Street, Oxford
!!
Pricclisl.PllEEonr~gmst.
Street, W.1. (Special teri\1S to traders.)
LONDON R~DIO SUPPLY CO.,<ESTA~~
DETAILED INFORMATION ON ANYTHING RADIO.
-We elucidate all thos.o . difficulties in connection .with
h(mDON, E.C.2
short-wave transmission.and reception, including obtaining ~ 11, OAT 1:-A':.:iE'J.~~:
the amateur transmitting permit; dependable advice· on iUD--DD!lDDD!lUBBOOIIliOOIDIIDiDilDDilDDDIIUDIBDIDD
broadcast and radiogram problems; full details, including
diagrai\1S. Charges: 3/- per query; four or more, 2/6"eacli.
to Blue Spots5/-, Loudspeakers, HeadQuestions involving elaborate treatment ·quoted for by
return.-.Ra<\io Technical Agency, 2 Westgate Chambers,
phones and Transformers 4/- each.
llfains and Eliminators quoted for. Prompt Service.
Newport, 1\fon. '
-12
months'
guarantee.
Ttade invited.
FINEST VALUE CABINETS. Ampllon BL'<, solid ·walnut·
Loud-speaker .Repair Co., 2 SHIPKA ROAD, Balham, London
polished, speaker fret; complete, 22 in. by 16 in. by 9 "in.,
14/- each, .worth £2.-Wilson Electric, Prince of Wales
Terrace,· London; .W .4.
• .•
THREE SETS:ONLY-Ediswal!.All-mainsSets, S.G. New,
unruied. ·· D.C .. mains. Accept £6 each, complete with
valves.-:tlll;LLA;RDS; Corporation Street, Chesterfield.
WIRELESS COMPONENTS.-AU makes supplied. Special
discount home constructms. Also Cabinets: New leaflet : or components of equivalent value. :
ready.-Send tc lf9perial Radio, 18 Summerhill Street, • Wonderful olfer to introduce the Radialaddin Club. •
Birmingham.
• ·
fid~~::::;; RADIALADDIN CLUB, Dept. :
PART EXCHANGE RECEIVERS at Bargain Prices, overhauled. guaranteed; state approximate requirements for • A. w., 47/48, Berners St., London, W.1. Museum 1821 •
quotations.-Coutts, Wireless ·En;,>lneers, Horley; ..
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:FREE
A Luxury
:
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Wireless Set:
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINt-S
When ordering, please send Postal Orde: NOT STAIIIPB

CRYSTAL SET (&d.)

1931 Crystal Set • •

.•

..

•,

·

.. AW30S

ONE-VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Easy to Build One
•.
Short-wave One-valver . •
B.B.C. One-valver
••

..
••
..

•.
•,
..

. . AW304
, • AW327
, • AW344

TWO-VALVE SETS (1s. each)

Big-volume Two (0, Pen.)
.•
Two Star 2 (D, Pen)
.•
•.
The 25/- Two (D Trans)
Ten-Station Two'(D, Trans) . •
••
Big-Power Melody 2 (D, Trans)
..
Ever Tuned Regional Two (D, Trans).,
Station-finder Two (D, 'I'rans) • •
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans) . •
New Economy Two (D, Trans)
Family Two (D, Trans) . •
Economy A. C. Two (D. Trans)
Inexpensive A.C. 2 (D. Trans.) . .
Midget Two (D.RC.) . . ,, . .
..

•.
•.
..
••
,•
,•
••
,•
••
,.
••
••
..

AW309
AW315
AW330
AW336
AW338
WM241
WM253
WM260
WM265
WM278
WM286
AW346
AW348

THREE-VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Square Peak Three (SG, D,Trans) · • .
•.
35/- Three-valver (D,2RC)
.•
..
•.
Baby Three (D.RC, Trans)
•.
..
1932 Ether Searcher (SG,D,Pen.)
..
•.
Wide World Short-Wave Three (D,RC Trans)
New Favourite Three (D,RC, Trans) '
••
Home-lover's All-electtic 3 (SG, D, Trans.)
The P.W.H. "Mascot" (D,RC, Trans)
Home-lover's Battery 3 (SG, D, Trans)
£8 Radio-gram (SG, D, Trans)'
..
••
Five-point Three (SG,Trans) . .
.•
••
New Brookman's Three (SG,D, Trans)
,•
Five-point Short-waver (D,RC, Trans)
•.
Band-pass lnceptordyne (SG,D, Trans)
,.
Ether Marshal (SG,D,Trans) . .
••
••
Meridian Short-waver (D.RC, Trans) . .
•.
Five-advantage three (D,RC, Trans) . .
•.
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans)
..
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Tram)
..
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic G.B.)
New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) . .
•.
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans) • •
.•
Transportable Three (SG, D, Tram) • •
.•
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans)
,,
••

AW293
AW323
AW324
AW325
AW332
AW334
AW335
AW337
AW341
AW343
WM212
WM218
WM223
WM244
WM247
WM256
WM257
WM258
WM259
WM262
WM263
WM270
WM271
WM288

FOUR-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
The £3 3s. Four (SG,D,RC, Trans) • .
. . AW303
The £3 3s. Four (Improved Model) . .
• .AW303A
Everybody's Radio-gramophone. •
• • AW3 10
Four Star 4 (SG,D,_,RC, Trans)..
• • AW318
50/- Four (SG, D, t<C, Trans) . .
•.
• . AW331
.Five-Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) • •
• . WM216
Brookman's Three-plus-one (SG,D,RC, Trans) WM233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans)
••
• • WM266
Quadradyne (2
Pen.)
..
•.
• • WM273
Double Band-pass !'Our (SG, D,RC, Trans) •. WM274
Everybody's Radio Gram. (SG, D, RC,Trans) WM276
A.C Quadradyne (2 SG, D ,Pen)
..
• • WM279

SG,p.

FIVE-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
A. C. Britain's Super (Super-het)
••
James Short-wave Super (Super-het) • .
Simple Super (Super-het)
•.
..
Regwnal D.C. Five (SG, D, RC, Push-pull)
Ideal Home Super (Super-het) • •
••
Easytune 60 (Super-het) • •
••
.. ·

•.
•.
••
,•
••
•.

AW322
AW328
AW340
WM252
WM280
WM284

SIX-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Centu,.Y Super (Super-het)
..
.•
• • AW287
A.C. "Century Super" (Super-het) • •
• • AW295
.,
,
Mains Unit (1/-)
••
• • AW295A
Super 60 (Super-het)
••
••
••
• • WM229
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super-het) WM239
A. C. Super 60 (Table Model)
WM245
Super 60 (with Wearite base)
WM249
Super 60 (with Lewcos base)
WM251
1932 Super 60 (Super-het)
•.
• . WM269
1932 A.C. Super 60 (A.C. Super-het) . •
. • WM272

SEVEN-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super-het)
••
•.
. • WM256
Super Senior (Wearite base and Lewcos coils) .• WM261

PORTABLE

Town and Country Four (SG,D,RC, Trans) WM282
Hiker's Two (D. Trans). . .
..
..
. . AW345

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
Add-on H.F. Screened-grid Unit
•.
Universal Push-pull Amplifier . .
.•
"A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
Quality Amplifier (DC), 1/6
.•
.•
A-P-A (Power Amplifier for A.C. Mains)
A-P-A Radio Unit (SG,D)
•.
Economy Gramophone Amplifier
..

••
••
••
••
••
•.
•.

AW296
AWJOO
AW319
WM264
WM275
WM281
WM277

"A.W." Tone changer (6d.)
"A.W." Selectivity Unit (6d.)
A. C. Trickle Charger
••
Amateur's Linen Speaker
D.C. H.T. Unit • .
••
Output Unit for Pentode Sets
Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor
Short-wave Super-het Adaptor • .
•.
••
Ether Searcher Radiogramophone motor board
"A.W." Short-wave Adaptor • •
Big H.T. Unit for A. C. Mains • .
Loud-speaker Tone Control
..
.•
"W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud-speaker
•.
Two-Minute Adaptor for Short Waves
•.
Super 60 A.C. Unit
•.
A Simple Mains Unit
•.
••
••
Voltage Regulator
••
..
··
•.
Short-wave Director (6d.) (wavemeter)...
./

AW288
AW290
AW305
A W307
AW312
AW316
AWJ 26
AW329
AW333
AW339
WM230
WM234
WM23'"
\VM24{
WM24!
WM28J
WM28'
WMzi.

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

1

Copies of the "Wireless Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless " con
descriPtions o! most of these sets can be obtained at ls. 3d. aui

taining

~ir!t:J!e,~u::l:· a:XSt" w~.'F~e~, 1.Wtt::ie~'AM!i~~~~;f

Address letters :

to

"Amateur

Aniateur Wireless Blueprints Dept sa-stlondan,
Fetter Lane
E.C.I.
'I

t1 mateur: Wwetes~
\:

FEE 1/•

V

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturd:ty
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NOW!•
•

-A SCREENED H.F. CHOKE

H

ERE is something new in H.F. Choke practice. Designed
on scientific lines, built in a scientific manner it meets a longstanding need of the constructor. This New Wearite Choke-the
H.F.P.-is entirely enclosed in an aluminium" pot" which is provided
with an earthing point-interaction between it and neighbouring
components is eliminated.
Tested under variom
zoorking conditions it is suitable for all wavelengths
from 15-2,500 metres-and is free from
marked resonance peaks-a sound compoE '::tract from
nent at the right price . .
..
..
. , WIREL'OSS WORLD"

3f6

ANOTHER SOt:RCE

OF HU:\I
"Interaction between :on If.l··. Chol~c
in the detector anode circuit ar:J the
power transt,nrncr is a po.ssJble sot_Jrce
of hum.
A.C. voltagcs mduccd mto
the ci.rcui~ ~\·ill be c~mmuntc:Jted t;~
the gnd ot tnc ~ucccedmg L.l·. \'aln::!,

The

THE NEW WEARITE
CHOKE SOLVES
TI-llS PROBLEM

H.F.P.
n~rite

for special ltaflct

~If

J'Oll

ha·ce

USE THESE WEARITE PARTS IN
YOUR " NEW REGIONAL THREE "
Three-point shorting switch, G23. Price I/6. Filament
switch, Gzz. Price rj-. Three 4-pin valveholdcrs.
P1ice I/3 each, and the New Wearite H.F. choke
(H.F.P.). Price 3/6. (As described above.)

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.

a11y

740 HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17

tcclmiL"al quay let our
Query Dtpt. /won·.

Telepho11e: Tottenlzam 3847,8.

Premier Choice
for the "New
Regional Three'

HERE IT IS
EXACTLY WHAT
YOU REQUIRE FOR
SHORT WAVES

British Made

THE

RELIABLE

BECOL

EBONITE

FORMER

which has stood the TEST OF Tl ME and tested
before despatch. Prices LOW.

EFFICIENCY COUNTS!!!
SOLE MAKERS

LOOK rOR TRADE-MARK.

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, W.7

A NEW "AMATEUR WIRELESS" HANDBOOK

The HOW & WHY OF
RADIO
By ALAN HUNTER

2/6 NETT.
This book has been expressly written for beginners. it provides a
clear conception of the general theory and practice of w:reless
reception in simple non-technical term;. it has been mainly com·
piled from the series of articles in "Amateur Wireless"-"The How
and Why of Radio "-which proved so popular during the past
twtlve months.
Cf all 1\:ewsagents and Booksellers, or 2/9, post free, from
••Amateur Wireless," 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

There is no speaker
of its tJPe to equal it
at any price.
The H. & .-\. "Typ0. 40" is

1

Ask your dealer
to den1onstrate.
and remcnlbcrtheJ·e is 110 substitute jot· tlw
R.& A.
"TYPE 40."

Ec~ional Three"
first choi cc
of its wonderful rcpw(luction uf :'pecch
and music. It is trulv the
rcpro~ltwcr ior the co~-1no:S 4
scur and its rcmJ.rl~<JlJJy luw
price pl.lccs it v:itlliil th~
reach nf ( vcn·orH~. l Ll" been
apJH·ai:--ed b)· critics in (·n
thu-...iac-ti~· tr:nus.
The lrir..·lcss n·ur!d state~:--'' . . .
of r;wrc tlnn a\·cra.l.{c
scu~ith·ity . . . speech,
which is c x c e p t ion a 11 y
f::OOll, CV C ll 1J ')"
COlllp;u isnn with movin;.:-c()il in"trull1CI_\t:3 provides more tbai'
Slli!lCi( nt volume for normal
rcquin_'JllCPt-; . . . it stands
iu J. cla:--s l>y itself."

the" .:'\cw

Dc:--i~ncr's
becau~c

4

Descripth•e Literature
post free 011 request.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A. W." with Your Order

Dimensions : a··
dia. x 5 ~-- deeiJ.

J UNE 25, 1932

IV

50'-worlh
of a·.T.
for one

shilling!
]J•frrm•l virw
~Jwa·in~ 1dnt:1l
COilofllllliOil,

The Unit Control Panel, Sho:dng : Top: The S.C. Plug, w•'tl• its three altemotive
voltage tappings ; 80:90; 70-80; 60-70; up to
3m,A .
Centre: Negative Piu[(.
Bottom: The 50 80 v. P lug, adjustable t'n t/u·t>e
positions, High, Medium tmd Low, up to 3
m •A ; and the 12()-150 v. P lug- 120 toltR at
cpproximate/y 21 m , A up to 150 v. at approAimately 11 m 1A.

An EKCO Unit will give you ample, silent, unvarying
current at high voltage at a cost of only one shilling
a year! In a year you would buy at least four H.T.
batteries-costing at least 50/-!
There is an EKCO Unit for every type and size of
mdio set and portable. Just connect the appropriate
model in place of your usual battery- then switch
on-that's all!
Choose the Unit suitable for your set from the Table
below or post coupon for full details.

All EKCO Units are obtainable O."' Easy Pay m ents.
EKCO H.T. UNITS
M odel

All mnr1d$ ms

si 111 1/ n r
(1/o·lll<ll
n11r1.

11

<If/'< rll•

Si.;;c, 9 X 5 X31

Curn·nt
Output

m!,\

Yolta~e Tappin~s

Price

EA.n PA YQNTS

lniti&l .

11 • on.tb b

~~

£2. 15.0

6/6

5/-

tS m/A

S.G."'; so/So • ; 12o:rso £3. 7.6

7 j9

6f2

25 Ill{.\

S.G. ·;50/So·;

8/9

7{1

6/·

3 /8

A.C. I Z

12

A.C. 18
A.c.zs

S.G.; So;

120/150

120,'150

£3.17.6

- - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - O.C. 15/25 ro; or25 l'l/t\ SG.'; so/So•; 120,'t50 £ 1.19 .6

Combined H.T. & L.T. Charger Units (for A.C. Mains)
Model

Cur-rent
& Voltu~c

L .T. Output

( (ur dwtt;llt., uHumulu/or'S-~·

l'ricc

10i3

8J5

11 ,'9

9{10

'J'IIPI>inllS marked • arc adjustable.

To E. K. COLE, LTD., (Dept. K.ll.), Ekco Works, Soutbcnd·on·Sca.
I'lca;c S<'nd me Cull details or EI\CO rower l.uits.
lt.'trurt .......... u

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A_,Lit"'SS ............... .. ................................... ............. . .......................... .
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